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4 Introduction 

 

The Player’s Guide 

This book is not about playing video games. (Though programming is as fun as playing video games, 

for many people.) Nor is it about making video games, specifically. (Though, you definitely can make 

video games with C#.) 

Instead, think of this book like a player’s guide, but for a programming language. A player ’s guide is a 

popular kind of book that is written to help game players: 

 learn the basics of the game, 

 prevent them from getting stuck, 

 understand how the world they’re playing in works, 

 learn how to overcome the obstacles and enemies they face, 

 point out common pitfalls they may face and locate useful items, 

 and master the tools they ’re given. 

This book accomplishes those same goals for the C# programming language. I’ll walk you through 

the language from the ground up, point out places where people get stuck, provide you with hands-

on examples to explore, give you quizzes to ensure you’re on the right track, and describe how to 

use the tools that you’ll need to create programs. I’ll show you the ins and outs of the many features 

of C#, describing why things work the way they do, rather than just simple mechanics and syntax. 

In a Nutshell 
 Describes the goals of this book, which is to function like a player ’s guide, not a 

comprehensive cover-everything-that-ever-existed book. 

 Breaks down how the book is organized from a high-level perspective, as well as pointing 

out some of the extra "features" of the book. 

 Provides some ideas on how to get the most out of this book for programmers, 

beginners, and anyone who is short on time. 
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My goal is to provide you with the “dungeon map” to direct you as you begin delving into C#, while 

still allowing you to mostly explore whatever you want, whenever you want.  

I want to point out that this book is intentionally not called Everything you Need to Know about C#, or 

The Comprehensive Guide to C#. (Note that if books with those titles actually exist, I’m not referring to 

them specifically, but rather, to just the general idea of an all-encompassing book.) I’m here to tell 

you, when you’re done with this book, you’ll still have lots to learn about C#.  

But guess what? That’s going to happen with any book you use, including those all-encompassing 

books. Programming languages are complex creations, and there are enough dark corners and 

strange combinations that nobody can learn everything there is to know about them. In fact, I’ve 

even seen the people who designed the C# language say they just learned something new about it! 

For as long as you use C#, you’ll constantly be learning new things about it, and that’s actually one of 

the things that makes programming interesting. 

I’ve tried to cover a lot of ground in this book, and with roughly 350 pages, anyone would expect that 

to be quite a bit. And it is. But there are plenty of other books out there that are 800 or even 1200 

pages long. A book so heavy, you’ll need a packing mule to carry it anywhere. That, or permanently 

place it on the central dais of an ancient library, with a single beam of dusty light shining in on it 

through a hole in the marble ceiling. Instead of all that, the goal of this book is effectiveness and 

clarity, not comprehensiveness. Something that will fit both on your shelf and in your brain. 

It is important to point out that this book is focused on the C# programming language, rather than 

libraries for building certain specific application types. So while you can build desktop applications, 

web pages, and computer games with C#, we won’t be discussing WPF, ASP.NET, DirectX, or any 

other platform- or framework-specific code. Instead, we’ll focus on core C# code, without bogging 

you down with those additional libraries at first. Once you’ve got the hang of C#, heading into one of 

those areas will be much easier. 

How This Book is Organized 

This book is divided into six parts. Part 1 describes what you need to get going. You’ll learn how to 

get set up with the free software that you need to write code and make your first C# program. 

Part 2 describes the basics of procedural programming—how to tell the computer, step-by-step, 

what to do to accomplish tasks. It covers things like how information is stored (in variables), how to 

make decisions, loop over things repeatedly, and put blocks of code that accomplish specific tasks 

into a reusable chunk called a method. It also introduces the type system of the C# language, which 

is one of the key pieces of C# programming. 

Part 3 goes into object-oriented programming, introducing it from the ground up, but also getting 

into a lot of the details that make it so powerful. Chapter 18, in my opinion, is the critical point of the 

book. It is where we get into the details of making your own classes, which is the most powerful way 

C# provides for building your own data types. Everything before this point is giving us the building 

blocks that we need to understand and make classes. Everything that we do after is simply providing 

us with more ways to use these custom-made types or showing how to use other classes that have 

been made by others. 

Part 4 covers some common programming tasks, as well as covering some of the more advanced 

features of C#. For the most part, these topics are independent of each other, and once you’ve made 

it past that critical point in Chapter 18, you should be able to do these at any time you want. 
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Part 5 changes gears, and covers more details about Visual Studio, which you use to create 

programs in C#, additional information about the .NET Framework, and some tools, tricks, and 

information you can use as you program. 

Finally, Part 6 wraps up the book with some larger scale programs for you to try making, a chapter 

on where to go next as you continue to learn C#, and a glossary of words that are defined 

throughout the book, which you can use as a reference when you run across a word or phrase that 

you are unfamiliar with or have forgotten about. 

Try It Out! 
Scattered throughout the book are a variety of sections labeled Try It Out! These sections give you 

simple challenge problems and quizzes that give you a chance to play around with the new concepts 

in the chapter and test your understanding. If this were a class, this would be the homework. 

The purpose of these Try It Out! sections is to help you get some real world practice with the new 

information. You can’t learn to drive a car by reading the owner ’s manual, and you can’t learn to 

program without writing any code. 

I strongly encourage you to spend at least few minutes doing each of these challenges to help you 

understand what you’re reading and to help you be sure that you’ve learned what you needed to. 

If you have something else you want to explore with the new concepts instead of the challenges I’ve 

provided, all the better. The only thing better than playing around with this stuff is doing something 

with it that you have a personal interest in. If you want to explore a different direction, go for it! 

At the end of the book, in Chapter 46, I have an entire chapter full of larger, tougher challenge 

problems for you to try out. These problems involve combining concepts from many chapters 

together into one program. Going through some or all of these as you’re finishing up will be a great 

way to make sure you’ve learned the most important things you needed to. 

The most important thing to remember about these Try It Out! sections is that the answers are all 

online. If you get stuck, or just want to compare your solution to someone else’s, you can see mine 

at starboundsoftware.com/books/c-sharp/try-it-out/. I should point out that just because your 

solution is different from mine (or anyone else’s) doesn’t necessarily mean it is wrong. That’s one of 

the best parts about programming—there’s always more than one way to do something. 

In a Nutshell 
At the beginning of each chapter, I summarize what it contains. These sections are designed to do 

the following: 

 Summarize the chapter to come. 

 Show enough of the chapter so that an experienced programmer can know if they already 

know enough to skip the chapter or if they need to study it in depth. 

 Review the chapter enough to ensure that you got what you needed to from the chapter. For 

instance, imagine you’re about to take a test on C#. You can jump from chapter to chapter, 

reading the In a Nutshell sections, and anything it describes that you didn’t already know, you 

can then go into the chapter and review it. 

In Depth 
On occasion, there are a few topics that are not critical to your understand of C#, but they are an 

interesting topic that is related to the things you’re learning. You’ll find this information pulled out 
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into In Depth sections. These are never required reading, so if you’re busy, skip ahead. If you’re not 

too busy, I think you’ll find this additional information interesting, and worth taking the time to read. 

Glossary 
As you go through this book, you’re going to learn a ton of new words and phrases. Especially if 

you’re completely new to programming in general. At the back of this book is a glossary that 

contains the definitions for these words. You can use this as a reference in case you forget what a 

word means, or as you run into new concepts as you learn C#. 

Getting the Most from This Book 

For Programmers 
If you are a programmer, particularly one who already knows a programming language that is 

related to C# (C, C++, Java, Visual Basic .NET, etc.) learning C# is going to be relatively easy for you. 

C# has a lot in common with all of these languages. In fact, it’s fair to say that all programming 

languages affect and are inspired by other languages, because they evolve over time. C# looks and 

feels like a combination of Java and C++, both of which have roots that go back to the C 

programming language. Visual Basic .NET (VB.NET) on the other hand, looks and feels quite different 

from C# (it’s based on Visual Basic, and Basic before that) but because both C# and VB.NET are 

designed and built for the .NET Framework, they have many of the same features, and there’s almost 

a one-to-one correspondence between features and keywords. 

Because C# is so closely tied to these other languages, and knowing that many people may already 

know something about these other languages, you’ll see me point out how C# compares to these 

other languages from time to time. 

If you already know a lot about programming, you’re going to be able to move quickly through this 

book, especially the beginning, where you may find very few differences from languages you already 

know. To speed the process along, read the In a Nutshell section at the start of the chapter. If you feel 

like you already know everything it describes, it’s probably safe to skip to the next chapter.  

I want to mention a couple of chapters that might be a little dangerous to skip. Chapter 6 introduces 

the C# type system, including a few concepts that are key to building types throughout the book. 

Also, Chapter 16 is sort of a continuation on the type system, describing value and reference types. 

It’s important to understand the topics covered in those chapters. Those chapters cover some of the 

fundamental ways that C# is different from these other languages, so don’t skip them. 

For Busy People 
One of the best parts about this book is that you don’t need to read it all. Yes, that’s right. It’s not all 

mandatory reading to get started with C#. You could easily get away with only reading a part of this 

book, and still understand C#. In fact, not only understand it, but be able to make just about any 

program you can dream up. This is especially true if you already know a similar programming 

language. 

At a minimum, you should start at the beginning and read through Chapter 18. That covers the basics 

of programming, all the way up to and including an introduction to making your own classes. (And if 

you’re already a programmer, you should be able to fly through those introductory chapters quickly.) 

The rest of the book could theoretically be skipped, though if you try to use someone else’s code, 

you’re probably going to be in for some surprises. 
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Once you’ve gone through those 18 chapters, you can then come back and read the rest of the book 

in more or less any order that you want, as you have extra time. 

For Beginners 
If you’ve never done any programming before, be warned: learning a programming language can be 

hard work. The concepts in the first 18 chapters of this book are the most important to understand. 

Take whatever time is necessary to really feel like you understand what you’re seeing in these 

chapters. This gets you all of the basics, and gets you up to a point where you can make your own 

types using classes. Like with the For Busy People section above, Chapter 18 is the critical point that 

you’ve got to get to, in order to really understand C#. At that point, you can probably make any 

program that you can think of, though the rest of the book will cover additional tools and tricks that 

will allow you to do this more easily and more efficiently.  

After reading through these chapters, skim through the rest of the book, so that you’re aware of 

what else C# has. That’s an important step if you’re a beginner. It will familiarize you with what C# 

has to offer, and when you either see it in someone else’s code or have a need for it, you’ll know 

exactly where to come back to. A lot of these additional details will make the most sense when you 

have an actual need for it in a program of your own creation. After a few weeks or a few months, 

when you’ve had a chance to make some programs on your own, come back and go through the rest 

of the book in depth. 

I Genuinely Want Your Feedback 

Writing a book is a huge task, and no one has ever finished a huge task perfectly. There’s the 

possibility of mistakes, plenty of chances to inadvertently leave you confused, or leaving out 

important details. I was tempted to keep this book safe on my hard drive, and never give it out to the 

world, because then those limitations wouldn’t matter. But alas, my wife wouldn’t let me follow 

Gandalf ’s advice and “keep it secret; keep it safe,” and so now here it is in your hands. 

If you ever find any problems with this book, big or small, or if you have any suggestions for 

improving it, I’d really like to know. After all, books are a lot like software, and there’s always the 

opportunity for future versions that improve upon the current one. Also, if you have positive things 

to say about the book, I’d love to hear about that too. There’s nothing quite like hearing that your 

hard work has helped somebody. 

To give feedback of any kind, please visit starboundsoftware.com/books/c-sharp/feedback. 

This Book Comes with Online Content 

On my website, I have a small amount of additional content that you might find useful. For starters, 

as people submit feedback, like I described in the last section, I will post corrections and 

clarifications as needed on this book’s errata page: starboundsoftware.com/books/c-

sharp/errata. 

Also on my site, I will post my own answers for all of the Try It Out! sections found throughout this 

book. This is helpful, because if you get stuck, or just want something to compare your answers with, 

you can visit this book’s site and see a solution. To see these answers, go to: 

starboundsoftware.com/books/c-sharp/try-it-out/. 

Additional information or resources may be found at starboundsoftware.com/books/c-sharp. 





 

Part 1 
Getting Started 

The world of C# programming lies in front of you, waiting to be explored. In Part 1 of this book, 

within just a few short chapters, we’ll do the following: 

 Get a quick introduction to what C# is (Chapter 1). 

 Get set up to start making C# programs (Chapter 2). 

 Write our first program (Chapter 3). 

 Dig into the fundamental parts of C# programming (Chapters 3 and 4). 

   





 

1 
1 The C# 

Programming 

Language 

 

I’m going to start off this book with a very brief introduction to C#. If you’re already a programmer, 

and you’ve read the Wikipedia pages on C# and the .NET Framework, skip ahead to the next chapter. 

On the other hand, if you’re new to programming in general, or you’re still a little vague on what 

exactly C# or the .NET Framework is, then this is the place for you. 

I should point out that we’ll get into a lot of detail about how the .NET Framework functions, and 

what it gives you as a programmer in Chapter 40. This chapter just provides a quick overview of the 

basics. 

What Exactly is C#? 

Computers only understand binary: 1’s and 0’s. All of the information they keep track of is ultimately 

nothing more than a glorified pile of bits. All of the things they do boil down to instructions, written 

with 1’s and 0’s. 

In a Nutshell 
 Describes the general idea of programming, and goes into more details about why C# is a 

good language. 

 Describes the core of what the .NET Framework is. 

 Outlines how the compiler turns your C# source code into IL code, then JIT compiled by 

the CLR as the program is running. 
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But humans are notoriously bad at doing anything with a random pile of billions of 1’s and 0’s. So 

rather than doing that, we created programming languages, which are based on human languages 

(usually English) and structured in a way that allows you to give instructions to the computer. These 

instructions are called source code, and are made up of simple text files. 

When the time is right, your source code will be handed off to a special program called a compiler, 

which is able to take it and turn it into the binary 1’s and 0’s that the computer understands, typically 

in the form of an .exe file. In this sense, you can think of the compiler as a translator from your 

source code to the binary machine instructions that the computer knows. 

C# is one of the most popular of all of the programming languages available. There are literally 

thousands, maybe even tens of thousands of these languages, and each one is designed for their 

own purposes. C# is a simple general-purpose programming language, meaning you can use it to 

create pretty much anything, including desktop applications, server-side code for websites, and even 

video games. 

C# provides an excellent balance between ease of use and power. There are other languages that 

provide less power and are easier to use (like Java) and others that provide more power, giving up 

some of its simplicity (like C++). Because of the balance it strikes, it is the perfect language for nearly 

everything that you will want to do, so it’s a great language to learn, whether it’s your first or your 

tenth. 

What is the .NET Framework? 

C# relies heavily on something called the .NET Framework. The .NET Framework is a large and 

powerful platform, which we’ll discuss in detail in Chapter 40. (You can go read it as soon as you’re 

done with this chapter, if you want.) 

The .NET Framework primarily consists of two parts. The first part is the Common Language Runtime, 

often abbreviated as the CLR. The CLR is a virtual machine—a special type of software program that 

functions as though it is an actual computer. C# code is actually executed by the CLR, instead of 

being run by the actual physical computer. There are, of course, benefits and drawbacks to this kind 

of a setup, which we’ll discuss in Chapter 40, but it turns out to be a good idea for everything except 

low level stuff, like an operating system or a device driver. C# is a bad choice for things like that. (Try 

C or C++ instead.)  

I should also point out that while running your code through a virtual machine may make it a bit 

slower, in most cases this isn’t enough to matter. In some situations, it could actually end up being 

faster. In other cases, you can call outside code that not running on a virtual machine. The bottom 

line is, don’t stress too much about if the CLR will be fast enough. 

Because C# code runs on the .NET Framework, the process your code goes through before executing 

is a little more complex than what I described earlier. Rather than just a single step to compile your 

source code to binary executable code, it goes through two steps. Here’s what happens: 

 The C# compiler turns your source code into Common Intermediate Language (CIL or IL for 

short). 

 This IL code is packaged into an .exe file or .dll file, which can be shared with others. 

 When it is time to run your program, the IL code in your .exe or .dll will be handed off to the 

CLR to run it. 
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 As your program is running, the CLR will look at the IL code and compile it into binary 

executable code that the computer it is running on understands. For each block of code you 

have, this will only happen once each time you run your program—the first time it needs it. 

This is called Just-in-Time compiling, or JIT compiling. 

The other half of the .NET Framework is the Base Class Library, or BCL. The BCL is a massive library 

of code that you can reuse within your own programs, to accelerate the development of whatever 

you are working on. This library is much bigger than what you typically find packaged with a 

programming language (though Java also has a library of comparable size). It is impossible to cover 

all of this code in this or any book, though we’ll cover the most important stuff. Before trying to build 

your own code for what seems like a common task, search the Internet to see if it already exists as a 

part of the BCL. 

C# and .NET Versions 

C# has gone through quite a bit of evolution over its history. The first release was in 2002, and 

established the bulk of the language features C# still has today. 

A little over a year later, in 2003, C# 2.0 was released, adding in a lot of other big and powerful 

features, most of which will get quite a bit of attention in this book (generics, nullable types, 

delegates, static classes, etc.) 

The next release, C# 3.0, expanded the language in a couple of very specific directions: LINQ and 

lambdas, both of which get their own chapters in this book. 

The next two releases were somewhat smaller. C# 4.0 added the dynamic keyword, as well as 

named and optional method arguments. C# 5.0 added the async keyword, and better support for 

multi-threaded development. 

In the C# 5 era, a new C# compiler was introduced: Roslyn. This compiler has a number of notable 

features: it’s open source, it’s written in C# (written in the language it’s for), and it is available while 

your program is running (so you can compile additional code dynamically). Something about its 

construction also allows for people to more easily tweak and experiment with new features, which 

led to the features added in C# 6.0. 

C# 6.0 adds a whole slew of little additions and tweaks across the language. While previous updates 

to the language could usually be summed up in a single bullet point or two, and are given their own 

chapters in this book, the new features in C# 6.0 are small and numerous. I try to point out what 

these new features are throughout this book, so that you are aware of them. 

Alongside the C# language itself, both Visual Studio and the Base Class Library have both been 

evolving and growing. This book has been updated to work with Visual Studio 2015, .NET 4.6, and C# 

6.0 at the time of publishing. 

Future versions will, of course, arrive before long. Based on past experience, it’s a pretty safe bet to 

say that everything you learn here in this book will still apply in future versions as well.



 

2 
2 Installing Visual 

Studio 

 

To make your own programs, people usually use a program called an Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE). An IDE combines together all of the tools you will commonly need to make 

software, including a special text editor designed for editing source code files, a compiler, and other 

various tools to help you manage the files in your project. 

With C#, nearly everyone chooses to use some variation of Visual Studio, made by Microsoft. There 

are a few different levels of Visual Studio, ranging from the free Community edition, to the high-end 

Enterprise edition. In this chapter, I’ll help guide you through the process of determining which one 

to choose. 

As of the time of publication of this book, the latest version is the 2015 family. There will inevitably 

be future releases, but the bulk of what’s described in this book should still largely apply in future 

versions. While new features have been added over time, the fundamentals of Visual Studio have 

remained the same for a very long time now. 

In a Nutshell 
 To program in C#, we will need a program that allows us to write C# code and run it. That 

program is Microsoft Visual Studio.  

 A variety of versions of Visual Studio exists, including the free Community Edition, as well 

as several higher tiers that offer additional features at a cost. 

 You do not need to spend money to make C# programs. 

 This chapter walks you through the various versions of Visual Studio to help you decide 

which one to use, but as you are getting started, you should consider the free Visual 

Studio 2015 Community Edition. 
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There are three main flavors of Visual Studio 2015. Our first stop will be to look at the differences 

among these, and I’ll point out one that is most likely your best choice, getting started. (It ’s free, don’t 

worry!) I’ll then tell you how to download Visual Studio and a little about the installation process. By 

the end of this chapter, you’ll be up and running, ready to start doing some C# programming! 

Versions of Visual Studio 

Visual Studio 2015 comes in three editions: Community, Professional, and Enterprise. While I’m 

ultimately going to recommend the Community edition (it’s free, and it still allows you to make and 

sell commercial applications with it) it is worth briefly considering the differences between the three. 

From a raw feature standpoint, Community and Professional are essentially the same thing. 

Enterprise comes with some nice added bonuses, but at a significantly higher cost. These extra 

features generally are non-code-related, but instead deal with the surrounding issues, like team 

collaboration, testing, performance analysis, etc. While nice, these extra features are probably not a 

great use of your money as you’re learning, unless you work for a company or attend school at a 

place that will buy it for you. 

Microsoft will also push you heavily towards buying a subscription to the Microsoft Developer 

Network (MSDN) which gets you access to a lot of additional documentation and learning materials, 

as well as support. The reality is, between the free online documentation other web-based sources 

like stackoverflow.com, plus the option of buying a book or two for certain special topics, an MSDN 

subscription is usually not worth it when you’re starting out. 

Now that I’ve pushed you away from Enterprise and MSDN as a beginner, the only remaining 

question is what to actually use. And to answer that, we need to compare the Community Edition to 

the Professional Edition. 

Community and Professional are essentially the same product with a different license. Microsoft 

wants to make Visual Studio available to everybody, but they still want to be able to bring in money 

for their efforts. With the current licensing model, they ’ve managed to do that pretty well. 

While Professional costs roughly $500 without an MSDN subscription, and about $1200 with one, 

Community is free. But the license prevents certain people (the ones with money) from using it. 

While the following interpretation is not legally binding by any means, the general interpretation of 

the Community license is essentially this: 

You can use it to make software, both commercially and non-commercially, as long as you don’t fit in 

one of the following categories: 

 You have 5+ Visual Studio developers in your company. (If you’re getting it for home, you 

don’t count the place you work for. You have 1 developer.) 

 You have 250+ computers or users in your company. 

 You have a gross income of $1,000,000. 

If any of the above apply, you don’t qualify for the Community license, and you must buy 

Professional. But then again, if any of those apply to you, you’ve probably got the money to pay for 

Professional anyway. 

There are a couple of exceptions to that: 

 You’re a student or educator, using it solely for educational uses. 
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 You’re working solely on open source projects. 

In short, for essentially everybody reading this book, you should be able to either use Community, or 

you’re working somewhere that can afford to buy Professional or Enterprise. 

This makes the decision simple: you will almost certainly want Visual Studio Community edition for 

now. 

The Installation Process 

Regardless of which version of Visual Studio you select, you should expect similar installation 

processes. You can find Visual Studio Community edition here: 

https://www.visualstudio.com/products/visual-studio-community-vs 

Once downloaded, start the installer and follow the steps you see. The installation process takes a 

while (even hours) depending on your Internet connection. Feel free to get it started and continue 

reading. 

Once installed, it may place an icon on your desktop that you can use, but it will also put it in your 

Start Menu under All Programs. Look for it under Visual Studio 2015. 

Visual Studio will ask you to sign in with a Microsoft account at some point. If you don’t already have 

one, it’s worth the effort. If you’ve got an MSDN subscription, signing in gives you access to MSDN. It 

also allows you to sync settings across different computers.  

Following their steps to create an account is relatively painless, and while they require an email 

address, I’ve never gotten spam from them. Instead, I’ve just gotten updates on new versions of 

products coming out, which is usually welcome. So I recommend signing in with a Microsoft account 

right from the beginning, even if that means making an account from scratch. 

Starting in the next chapter and throughout the rest of this book, we’ll cover all sorts of useful tips 

and tricks on using Visual Studio. Towards the end of this book, in Part 5, we’ll get into Visual Studio 

in a little more depth. Once you get through the next couple of chapters, you can jump ahead to that 

part whenever you’re ready for it. You don’t have to read through the book in order. 

Throughout this book, I’m going to show you screenshots from Visual Studio 2015 Community. 

Depending on which version you are using, you may see some slight differences in the user 

interface. But all of the things that we talk about in this book will be available in all editions, and the 

steps to do things will be identical across the board. 

 

Alternatives to Visual Studio 

Almost everyone who writes programs in C# uses some version of Visual Studio. It is generally 

considered the best and most comprehensive option. However, there are other options available if 

you’re looking for something different. When choosing an editor, please keep in mind that this book 

assumes you’re using Visual Studio. Instructions on how to do various things may not apply in other 

IDEs. 

Try It Out!  
Install Visual Studio. Take the time now to choose a version of Visual Studio and install it, so 

that you’re ready to begin making awesome programs in the next chapter. 
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 Visual Studio Code (https://code.visualstudio.com/): A free, extremely trimmed down 

version of Visual Studio itself, which also runs on Mac and Linux. While the full Visual Studio 

is useful for full development, it can be pretty heavy. If you’re just interested in making some 

quick tweaks to some code, Visual Studio Code may be a great additional companion tool to 

the full version. 

 MonoDevelop (http://monodevelop.com/): The most popular C# IDE aside from Visual 

Studio, and it’s free (and open source). It is also cross-platform (runs on a Mac and Linux 

natively). This has most of the features that you get in Visual Studio, though plugins and 

extensions are rarer than what you find in the Visual Studio ecosystem. 

 Xamarin Studio (http://xamarin.com/studio): A customized paid-for version of 

MonoDevelop with some added features for cross-platform mobile development, such as 

iOS and Android. This one isn’t free. 

 SharpDevelop (http://www.icsharpcode.net/OpenSource/SD/): A free, lighter weight IDE 

than Visual Studio, while still having the key features.

http://monodevelop.com/
http://www.icsharpcode.net/OpenSource/SD/


 

3 
3 Hello World: Your 

First C# Program 

 

In this chapter we’ll make our very first C# program. Our first program needs to be one that simply 

prints out some variation of “Hello World!” or we’ll make the programming gods mad. It’s tradition to 

make your first program print out a simple message like this, whenever you learn a new language. 

It’s simple, yet still gives us enough to see the basics of how the programming language works. Also, 

it gives us a chance to compile and run a program, with very little chance for introducing bugs. 

So that’s where we’ll start. We’ll create a new project and add in a single line to display "Hello World!" 

Once we’ve got that, we’ll compile and run it, and you’ll have your very first program! 

After that, we’ll take a minute and look at the code that you have written in more detail before 

moving on to more difficult, but infinitely more awesome stuff in the future! 

In a Nutshell 
 Start a new C# Console Application by going to File > New > Project..., choosing the 

Console Application template, and giving your project a name. 

 Inside of the Main method, you can add code to write out stuff using a statement like 

Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 

 Compile and run your program with F5 or Ctrl + F5. 

 The template includes code that does the following: 

 using directives make it easy to access chunks of previously written code in the 

current program. 

 The namespace block puts all of the contained code into a single collection. 

 The code we actually write goes into the Program class in a method called Main, 

which the C# compiler recognizes as the starting point for a program. 
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Creating a New Project 

Let’s get started with our first C# program! Open up Visual Studio, which we installed in Chapter 2.  

When the program first opens, you will see the Start Page come up. To create a new project, you can 

either select the New Project... button on the Start Page, or you can go up to the menu and choose 

File > New > Project... from the menu bar. 

Once you have done this, a dialog will appear asking you to specify a project type and a name for the 

project. This dialog is shown below: 

 

On the left side, you will see a few categories of templates to choose from. Depending on what 

version of Visual Studio you have installed and what plugins and extensions you have, you may see 

different categories here, but the one you’ll want to select is the Visual C# category, which will list all 

C#-related templates that are installed. 

Once that is selected, in the list in the top-center, find and select the Console Application template. 

The Console Application template is the simplest template and it is exactly where we want to start. 

For all of the stuff we will be doing in this book, this is the template to use. 

As you finish up this book, if you want to start doing things like making programs with a graphical 

user interface (GUI), game development, smart phone app development, or web-based 

development, you will be able to put these other templates to good use. 

At the bottom of the dialog, type in a name for your project. I’ve called mine “HelloWorld.”  Your 

project will be saved in a directory with this name. It doesn’t really matter what you call a project, but 

you want to name it something intelligent, so you can find it later when you are looking at a list of all 

of your projects. By default, Visual Studio tries to call your programs “ConsoleApplication1” or 

“ConsoleApplication2.”  If you haven’t chosen a good name, you won’t know what each of these do. 
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By default, projects are saved under your Documents or My Documents directory (Documents/Visual 

Studio 2015/Projects/). 

Finally, press the OK button to create your project! After you do this, you may need to wait for a little 

bit for Visual Studio to get everything set up for you. 

A Brief Tour of Visual Studio 

Once your project has loaded, it is worth a brief discussion of what you see before you. We’ll look in 

depth at how Visual Studio works later on (Chapter 41) but it is worth a brief discussion right now.  

By this point, you should be looking at a screen that looks something like this: 

 

Depending on which version of Visual Studio you installed, you may see some slight differences, but 

it should look pretty similar to this. 

In the center should be some text that starts out with using System;. This is your program’s source 

code! It is what you’ll be working on. We’ll discuss what it means, and how to modify it in a second. 

We’ll spend most of our time in this window. 

On the right side is the Solution Explorer. This shows you a big outline of all of the files contained in 

your project, including the main one that we’ll be working with, called “Program.cs”. The *.cs file 

extension means it is a text file that contains C# code. If you double click on any item in the Solution 

Explorer, it will open in the main editor window. The Solution Explorer is quite important, and we’ll 

use it frequently. 

As you work on your project, other windows may pop up as they are needed. Each of these can be 

closed by clicking on the ‘X’ in the upper right corner of the window. 
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If, by chance, you are missing a window that you feel you want, you can always open it by finding it 

on either the View menu or View > Other Windows. For right now, if you have the main editor 

window open with your Program.cs file in it, and the Solution Explorer, you should be good to go. 

Building Blocks: Projects, Solutions, and Assemblies 

As we get started, it is worth defining a few important terms that you’ll be seeing spread throughout 

this book. In the world of C#, you’ll commonly see the words solution, project, and assembly, and it is 

worth taking the time upfront to explain what they are, so that you aren’t lost. 

These three words describe the code that you’re building in different ways. We’ll start with a project. 

A project is simply a collection of source code and resource files that will all eventually get built into 

the same executable program. A project also has additional information telling the compiler how to 

build it. 

When compiled, a project becomes an assembly. In nearly all cases, a single project will become a 

single assembly. An assembly shows up in the form of an EXE file or a DLL file. These two different 

extensions represent two different types of assemblies, and are built from two different types of 

projects (chosen in the project’s settings).  

A process assembly appears as an EXE file. It is a complete program, and has a starting point defined, 

which the computer knows to run when you start up the .exe file. A library assembly appears as a DLL 

file. A DLL file does not have a specific starting point defined. Instead, it contains code that other 

programs can access on the fly. 

Throughout this book, we’ll be primarily creating and working with projects that are set up to be 

process assemblies that compile to EXE files, but you can configure any project to be built as a 

library assembly (DLL) instead. 

Finally, a solution will combine multiple projects together to accomplish a complete task or form a 

complete program. Solutions will also contain information about how the different projects should 

be connected to each other.  While solutions can contain many projects, most simple programs 

(including nearly everything we do in this book) will only need one. Even many large programs can 

get away with only a single project. 

Looking back at what we learned in the last section about the Solution Explorer, you’ll see that the 

Solution Explorer is showing our entire solution as the very top item, which it is labeling “Solution 

‘HelloWorld’ (1 project).” Immediately underneath that, we see the one project that our solution 

contains: “HelloWorld.” Inside of the project are all of the settings and files that our project has, 

including the Program.cs file that contains source code that we’ll soon start editing. 

It’s important to keep the solution and project separated in your head. They both have the same 

name and it can be a little confusing. Just remember the top node is the solution, and the one inside 

it is the project.  

Modifying Your Project 

Now that our program is saved, we’re ready to make our program actually do something. In the 

center of your Visual Studio window, you should see the main text editor, containing text that should 

look identical to this: 
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using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace HelloWorld 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
        } 
    } 
} 

In a minute we’ll discuss what all of that does, but for now let’s go ahead and make our first 

change—adding something that will print out the message “Hello World!” 

Right in the middle of that code, you’ll see three lines that say static void Main(string[] args) then a 

starting curly brace (‘{‘) and a closing curly brace (‘}’). We want to add our new code right between the 

two curly braces. 

Here’s the line we want to add: 

Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 

So now our program’s full code should look like this: 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace HelloWorld 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 
        } 
    } 
} 

We’ve completed our first C# program! Easy, huh? 

 

Try It Out!  
Hello World! It’s impossible to understate how important it is to actually do the stuff outlined in 

this chapter. Simply reading text just doesn’t cut it. In future chapters, most of these Try It Out! 

sections will contain extra things to do, beyond the things described in the actual body of the 

chapter. But for right now, it is very important that you simply go through the process explained 

in this chapter. The chapter itself is a Try It Out! 

So follow through this chapter, one step at a time, and make sure you’re understanding the 

concepts that come up, at least at a basic level. 
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Compiling and Running Your Project 

Your computer doesn’t magically understand what you’ve written. Instead, it understands special 

instructions that are composed of 1’s and 0’s called binary. Fortunately for us, Visual Studio includes 

a thing called a compiler. A compiler will take the C# code that we’ve written and turn it into binary 

that the computer understands. 

So our next step is to compile our code and run it. Visual Studio will make this really easy for us. 

To start this process, press F5 or choose Debug > Start Debugging from the menu. 

There! Did you see it? Your program flashed on the screen for a split second! (Hang on... we’ll fix that 

in a second. Stick with me for a moment.) 

We just ran our program in debug mode, which means that if something bad happens while your 

program is running, it won’t simply crash. Instead, Visual Studio will notice the problem, stop in the 

middle of what’s going on, and show you the problem that you are having, allowing you to debug it. 

We’ll talk more about how to actually debug your code in Chapter 44. 

So there you have it! You’ve made a program, compiled it, and executed it! 

If it doesn’t compile and execute, double check to make sure your code looks like the code above. 

Help! My program is running, but disappearing before I can see it! 
You likely just ran into this problem when you executed your program. You push F5 and the program 

runs, a little black console window pops up for a split second before disappearing again, and you 

have no clue what happened. 

There’s a good reason for that. Your program ran out of things to do, so it finished and closed on its 

own. (It thinks it’s so smart, closing on its own like that.) 

But we’re really going to want a way to make it so that doesn’t happen. After all, we’re left wondering 

if it even did what we told it to. There are two solutions to this, each of which has its own strengths 

and weaknesses. 

Approach #1: When you run it without debugging, console programs like this will always pause 

before closing. So one option is to run it without debugging. This option is called Release Mode. We’ll 

cover this in a little more depth later on, but the bottom line is that your program runs in a 

streamlined mode which is faster, but if something bad happens, your program will just die, without 

giving you the chance to debug it. 

You can run in release mode by simply pressing Ctrl + F5 (instead of just F5). Do this now, and you’ll 

see that it prints out your “Hello World!” message, plus another message that says “Press any key to 

continue...” which does exactly what it says and waits for you before closing the program. You can 

also find this under Debug > Start Without Debugging on the menu. 

But there’s a distinct disadvantage to running in release mode. We’re no longer running in debug 

mode, and so if something happens with your program while it is running, your application will crash 

and die. (Hey, just like all of the other “cool” programs out there!)  Which brings us to an alternative 

approach: 
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Approach #2: Put another line of code in that makes the program wait before closing the program. 

You can do this by simply adding in the following line of code, right below where you put the 

Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); statement: 

Console.ReadKey(); 

So your full code, if you use this approach, would look like this: 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace HelloWorld 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 
            Console.ReadKey(); 
        } 
    } 
} 

Using this approach, there is one more line of code that you have to add to your program (in fact, 

every console application you make), which can be a little annoying. But at least with this approach, 

you can still run your program in debug mode, which you will soon discover is a really nice feature. 

Fortunately, this is only going to be a problem when you write console apps. That’s what we’ll be 

doing in this book, but before long, you’ll probably be making windows apps, games, or awesome 

C#-based websites, and this problem will go away on its own. They work in a different way, and this 

won’t be an issue in those worlds. 

 

A Closer Look at Your Program 

Now that we’ve got our program running, let’s take a minute and look at each of the lines of code in 

the program we’ve made. I’ll try to explain what each one does, so that you’ll have a basic 

understanding of everything in your simple Hello World program. 

Using Directives 
using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 

Try It Out!  
See Your Program Twice. I’ve described two approaches for actually seeing your program 

execute. Take a moment and try out each approach. This should only take a couple of minutes, 

and you’ll get an idea of how these two different approaches work. 

Also, try combining the two and see what you get. Can you figure out why you need to push a 

key twice to end the program? 
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using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 

The first few lines of your program all start with the keyword using. A keyword is simply a reserved 

word, or a magic word that is a built in part of the C# programming language. It has special meaning 

to the C# compiler, which it uses to do something special. The using keyword tells the compiler that 

there is a whole other pile of code that someone made that we want to be able to access. (This is 

actually a bit of a simplification, and we’ll sort out the details in Chapter 26.) 

So when you see a statement like using System; you know that there is a whole pile of code out 

there named System that our code wants to use. Without this line, the C# compiler won’t know 

where to find things and it won’t be able to run your program. You can see that there are four using 

directives in your little program that are added by default. We can leave these exactly the way they 

are for the near future. 

Namespaces, Classes, and Methods 
Below the using directives, you’ll see a collection of curly braces (‘{‘ and ‘}’) and you’ll see the 

keywords namespace, class, and in the middle, the word Main. Namespaces, classes, and methods 

(which Main is an example of) are ways of grouping related code together at various levels. 

Namespaces are the largest grouping, classes are smaller, and methods are the smallest. We’ll 

discuss each of these in great depth as we go through this book, but it is worth a brief introduction 

now. We’ll start at the smallest and work our way up. 

Methods are a way of consolidating a single task together in a reusable block of code. In other 

programming languages, methods are sometimes called functions, procedures, or subroutines. We’ll 

get into a lot of detail about how to make and use methods as we go, but the bulk of our discussion 

about methods will be in Chapter 15, with some extra details in Chapter 27. 

Right in the middle of the generated code, you’ll see the following: 

static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
} 

This is a method, which happens to have the name Main. I won’t get into the details about what 

everything else on that line does yet, but I want to point out that this particular setup for a method 

makes it so that C# knows it can be used as the starting point for your program. Since this is where 

our program starts, the computer will run any code we put in here. For the next few chapters, 

everything we do will be right in here. 

You’ll also notice that there are quite a few curly braces in our code. Curly braces mark the start and 

end of code blocks. Every starting curly brace (‘{‘) will have a matching ending curly brace (‘}’) later on. 

In this particular part, the curly braces mark the start and end of the Main method. As we discuss 

classes and namespaces, you’ll see that they also use curly braces to mark the points where they 

begin and end. From looking at the code, you can probably already see that these code blocks can 

contain other code blocks to form a sort of hierarchy.  

When one thing is contained in another, it is said to be a member of it. So the Program class is a 

member of the namespace, and the Main method is a member of the Program class. 
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Classes are a way of grouping together a set of data and methods that work on that data into a single 

reusable package. Classes are the fundamental building block of object-oriented programming. We’ll 

get into this in great detail in Part 3, especially Chapters 17 and 18. 

In the generated code, you can see the beginning of the class, marked with: 

class Program 
{ 

And later on, after the Main method which is contained within the class, you’ll see a matching 

closing curly brace: 

} 

Program is simply a name for the class. It could have been just about anything else. The fact that 

the Main method is contained in the Program class indicates that it belongs to the Program class. 

Namespaces are the highest level grouping of code. Many smaller programs may only have a single 

namespace, while larger ones often divide the code into several namespaces based on the feature 

or component that the code is used in. We’ll spend a little extra time detailing namespaces and 

using directives in Chapter 26.  

Looking at the generated code, you’ll see that our Program class is contained in a namespace called 

“HelloWorld”: 

namespace HelloWorld 
{ 
    ... 
} 

Once again, the fact that the Program class appears within the HelloWorld namespace means that 

it belongs to that namespace, or is a member of it. 

Whitespace Doesn’t Matter 

In C#, whitespace such as spaces, new lines, and tabs don’t matter to the C# compiler. This means 

that technically, you could write every single program on only one line! But don’t do that. That would 

be a pretty bad idea. 

Instead, you should use whitespace to help make your code more readable, both for other people 

who may look at your code, or even yourself, a few weeks later, when you’ve forgotten what exactly 

your code was supposed to do. 

I’ll leave the decision about where to put whitespace up to you, but as an example, compare the 

following pieces of code that do the same thing: 

static void Main(string 
[] args) { Console 
.WriteLine                                                     ( 
                "Hello World!"                 );} 

 

static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
    Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 
} 
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For the most part, in this book I’ll use the style in the last block, because I feel it is the easiest to 

read. 

Semicolons 

You may have noticed that the lines of code we added all ended with semicolons (‘;’).  

This is often how C# knows it has reached the end of a statement. A statement is a single step or 

instruction that does something. We’ll be using semicolons all over the place as we write C# code. 

 

This chapter may have seemed long, and we haven’t even accomplished very much. That’s OK, 

though. We have to start somewhere, and this is where everyone starts. We have now made our first 

C# program, compiled it, and executed it! And just as important, we now have a basic understanding 

of the starter code that was generated for us. This really gets us off on the right foot. We’re off to a 

great start, but there’s so much more to learn!

Try It Out!  
Evil Computers. In the influential movie 2001: A Space Odyssey, an evil computer named HAL 

9000 takes over a Jupiter-bound spaceship, locking Dave, the movie’s hero, out in space. As Dave 

tries to get back in, to the ship, he tells HAL to open the pod bay doors. HAL’s response is "I’m 

sorry, Dave. I’m afraid I can’t do that." Since we know not all computers are friendly and happy to 

help people, modify your Hello World program to say HAL 9000’s famous words, instead of 

"Hello World!" 



 

4 
4 Comments 

 

In this short chapter we’ll cover the basics of comments. We’ll look at what they are, why you should 

use them, and how to do them. Many programmers (even many C# books) de-emphasize 

comments, or completely ignore them. I’ve decided to put them front and center, right at the 

beginning of the book—they really are that important. 

What is a Comment? 

At its core, a comment is text that is put somewhere for a human to read. Comments are ignored 

entirely by the computer. 

Why Should I Use Comments? 

I mentioned in the last chapter that whitespace should be used to help make your code more 

readable. Writing readable and understandable code is a running theme you’ll see in this book. 

Writing code is actually far easier than reading it, or trying understanding what it does. And believe it 

or not, you’ll actually spend far more time reading code than writing it. You will want to do whatever 

you can to make your code easier to read. Comments will go a very long way towards making your 

code more readable and understandable. 

You should use comments to describe what you are doing so that when you come back to a piece of 

code that you wrote after several months (or even just days) you’ll know what you were doing. 

Quick Start 
 Comments are a way for you to add text for other people (and yourself) to read. 

Computers ignore comments entirely. 

 Comments are made by putting two slashes (//) in front of the text. 

 Multi-line comments can also be made by surrounding it with asterisks and slashes, like 

this: /* this is a comment */ 
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Writing comments—wait, let me clarify—writing good comments is a key part of writing good code. 

Comments can be used to explain tricky sections of code, or explain what things are supposed to do. 

They are a primary way for a programmer to communicate with another programmer who is looking 

at their code. The other programmer may even be on the other side of the world and working for a 

different company five years later! 

Comments can explain what you are doing, as well as why you are doing it. This helps other 

programmers, including yourself, know what was going on in your mind at the time. 

In fact, even if you know you’re the only person who will ever see your code, you should still put 

comments in it. Do you remember what you ate for lunch a week ago today? Neither do I. Do you 

really think that you’ll remember what your code was supposed to do a week after you write it? 

Writing comments makes it so that you can quickly understand and remember what the code does, 

how it does it, why it does it, and you can even document why you did it one way and not another. 

How to Make Comments in C# 

There are three basic ways to make comments in C#. For now, we’ll only really consider two of them, 

because the third applies only to things that we haven’t looked at yet. We’ll look at the third form of 

making comments in Chapter 15. 

The first way to create a comment is to start a line with two slashes: //. Anything on the line 

following the two slashes will be ignored by the computer. In Visual Studio the comments change 

color—green, by default—to indicate that the rest of the line is a comment. 

Below is an example of a comment: 

// This is a comment, where I can describe what happens next... 
Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 

Using this same thing, you can also start a comment at the end of a line of code, which will make it 

so the text after the slashes are ignored: 

Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); // This is also a comment. 

A second method for creating comments is to use the slash and asterisk combined, surrounding the 

comment, like this: 

Console.WriteLine("Hi!"); /* This is a comment that ends here... */ 

This can be used to make multi-line comments like this: 

/* This is a multi-line comment. 
    It spans multiple lines. 
    Isn't it neat? */ 

Of course, you can do multi-line comments with the two slashes as well, it just has to be done like this: 

//  This is a multi-line comment. 
//  It spans multiple lines. 
//  Isn't it neat? 

In fact, most C# programmers will probably encourage you to use the single line comment version 

instead of the /* */ version, though it is up to you. 
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The third method for creating comments is called XML Documentation Comments, which we’ll 

discuss later, because they’re used for things that we haven’t discussed yet. For more information 

about XML Documentation Comments, see Chapter 15. 

How to Make Good Comments 

Commenting your code is easy; making good comments is a little trickier. I want to take some time 

and describe some basic principles to help you make comments that will be more effective. 

My first rule for making good comments is to write the comments for a particular chunk of code as 

soon as you’ve got the piece more or less complete. A few days or a weekend away from the code 

and you may no longer really remember what you were doing with it. (Trust me, it happens!) 

Second, write comments that add value to the code. Here’s an example of a bad comment: 

// Uses Console.WriteLine to print "Hello World!" 
Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 

The code itself already says all of that. You might as well not even add it. Here’s a better version: 

// Printing "Hello World!" is a very common first program to make. 
Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"); 

This helps to explain why we did this instead of something else. 

Third, you don’t need a comment for every single line of code, but it is helpful to have one for every 

section of related code. It’s possible to have too many comments, but the dangers of over-

commenting code matter a whole lot less than the dangers of under-commented (or completely 

uncommented code). 

When you write comments, take the time put in anything that you or another programmer may want 

to know if they come back and look at the code later. This may include a human-readable 

description of what is happening, it may include describing the general method (or algorithm) you’re 

using to accomplish a particular task, and it may explain why you’re doing something. You may also 

find times where it will be useful to include why you aren’t using a different approach, or to warn 

another programmer (or yourself!) that a particular chunk of code is tricky, and you shouldn’t mess 

with it unless you really know what you’re doing. 

Having said all of this, don’t take it to an extreme. Good comments don’t make up for sloppy, ugly, or 

hard to read code.  Meanwhile nice, clean, understandable code reduces the times that you need 

comments at all. (The code is the authority on what’s happening, not the comments, after all.) Make 

the code as readable as possible first, then add just enough comments to fill in the gaps and paint 

the bigger picture. 

When used appropriately, comments can be a programmer’s best friend. 

Try It Out!  
Comment ALL the things! While its overkill, in the name of putting together everything we’ve 

learned so far, go back to your Hello World program from the last chapter and add in comments 

for each part of the code, describing what each piece is for. This will be a good review of what 

the pieces of that simple program do, as well as give you a chance to play around with some 

comments. Try out both ways of making comments (// and /* */) to see what you like. 



 

Part 2 
The Basics 

With a basic understanding of how to get started behind us, we’re ready to dig in and look at the 

fundamentals of programming in C#. 

It is in this part that our adventure really gets underway. We’ll start learning about the world of 

C# programming, and learn about the key tools that we’ll use to get things done. 

In this section, we cover aspects of C# programming that are called “procedural programming.”  

This means we’ll be learning how to tell the computer, step-by-step, how to get things done. 

We’ll look at how to: 

 Store data in variables (Chapter 5) 

 Understand the type system (Chapter 6) 

 Do basic math (Chapters 7 and 9) 

 Get input from the user (Chapter 8) 

 Make decisions (Chapter 10) 

 Do things repeatedly (Chapter 12 and 13) 

 Create enumerations (Chapter 14) 

 Package related code together in a way that allows you to reuse it (Chapter15) 
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5 Variables  

 

In this chapter, we’re going to dig straight into the heart of one of the most important parts of 

programming in C#. We’re going to discuss variables, which are how we keep track of information in 

our programs. We’ll look at how you can create them, place different values in them, and use the 

value that is currently in a variable. 

What is a Variable? 

A core part of any programming language and any program you make is the ability to store 

information in memory while the program is running. For example, you might want to be able to 

store a player’s score, or a person’s name, so that you can refer back to it later or modify it. 

You may remember discussing variables in math classes, but these are a little 

different. In math, we talk about variables being an “unknown quantity” that you 

are supposed to solve for. Variables in math are a specific value that you just need 

to figure out.  

In programming, a variable is a place in memory where you can store information. 

It’s like a little box or bucket to put stuff in. At any point in time, you can look up 

In a Nutshell 
 You can think of variables as boxes that store information. 

 A variable has a name, a type, and a value that is contained in it. 

 You declare (create) a variable by stating the type and name: int number; 

 You can assign values to a variable with the assignment operator (’=’): number = 14; 

 When you declare a variable, you can initialize it as well: int number = 14; 

 You can retrieve the value of a variable simply by using the variable’s name in your code: 

Console.WriteLine(number);  

 This chapter also gives guidelines for good variable names. 
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the contents of the variable or rewrite the contents of the variable with new stuff. When you do this, 

the variable itself doesn’t need to change, just the contents in the box.  

Each variable is given a name and a type. The name is what you’ll use in your program to access it by 

reading its contents or putting new stuff in it. 

The variable’s type indicates what kind of information you can put in it. C# has a large assortment of 

types that you can use, including a variety of integer types, floating point (real valued) types, 

characters, strings (text), Boolean (true/false), and a whole lot more. 

In C#, types are a really big deal. Throughout this book, we’ll spend a lot of time learning how to 

work with different types, change things from one type to another, and ultimately building our own 

types from the ground up.  

In the next chapter, we’ll get into types in great detail. For now, though, let’s look at the basics of how 

to create a variable. 

Creating Variables 

Let’s make our first variable. The process of creating a variable is called declaring a variable. 

Let’s start by going to Visual Studio and creating a brand new console project, just like we did with 

the Hello World project, back in Chapter 3. Inside of the Main method, add the following single line 

of code: 

int score; 

So your code should looks something like this: 

using System; 
using System.Collections.Generic; 
using System.Linq; 
using System.Text; 
using System.Threading.Tasks; 
 
namespace Variables 
{ 
    class Program 
    { 
        static void Main(string[] args) 
        { 
            int score; 
        } 
    } 
} 

Congratulations! You’ve made your first variable! When you declare a variable, the computer knows 

that it will need to reserve a place in memory for this variable. 

As you can see, when you declare a variable, you need to indicate the variable’s 

name and type. This one line has both of those parts on it. The first part you see 

here is int. This is the variable’s type. We’ll look at the different types that are 

available in a minute, but for now all we need to know is that the int type is for 

storing integers. (In case you don’t remember from math class, integers are whole 

numbers and their negatives, so 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., and -1, -2, -3, -4, ....) Because we’ve made a variable 
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that stores integers, we know we could put the number 100 in it, or -75946. But we could not store 

the number 1.3483 (it’s not an integer), and we also could not store a word like “hamburger” (it’s not 

an integer either), because the variable’s type determines what kind of stuff we can put in it. 

The second part of declaring a variable is giving it a name. It is important to remember that a 

variable’s name is really for humans only. The computer doesn’t care what it is called. (In fact, once 

you hand it off to the computer, it changes the name to a memory location anyway.) So you want to 

choose a name that makes sense to humans, and accurately describes what you’re putting in it. In 

math, we often call variables by a single letter (like x), but in programming we can be more precise 

and call it something like score instead. 

As always, C# statements end with a ‘;’, which tells the computer that it has reached the end of the 

statement. After this line, we have created a new variable with the name score and with a type of int 

which we’re now able to use! 

Assigning Values to Variables 

The next thing we want to do is put a value in your variable. This is called assigning a value to the 

variable, and it is done using the assignment operator: “=”. The line of code below assigns the value 

0 to the score variable we just created: 

score = 0; 

You can add this line of code right below the previous line we added. 

If you’re new to programming, it is worth pointing out that this use of the equals 

sign is different than what you might be used to from math. In math, the equals 

sign indicates that two things are in fact the same, even though they may be written 

in different forms. In C# and many other programming languages, it means we’re 

going to take the stuff on the right-hand side of the equals sign and stick it in the variable that is 

named on the left.  

Of course, you can assign any value to score: 

score = 4; 
score = 11; 
score = -1564; 

You can assign a value to a variable whenever you want, as long as it is after the variable has been 

declared. Of course, we haven’t really learned very powerful tools for programming yet, so 

“whenever you want” doesn’t mean a whole lot yet. (We’ll get there soon, don’t worry!) 

When we create a variable, we often want to give it a value right away. (The C# compiler is not a big 

fan of you trying to see what’s inside an empty variable box.) While you can declare a variable and 

assign it a value in separate steps, it is also possible to do both of them at the same time: 

int theMeaningOfLife = 42; 

In this statement, we created a variable called theMeaningOfLife with a type of int, and gave it a 

starting value of 42. 
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Retrieving the Contents of a Variable 

As we just saw, we can put values in a variable by assigning the value to the variable using the 

assignment operator (‘=‘). In a similar way, you can see and use the contents of a variable, simply by 

using the variable’s name. When the computer is running your code and it sees a place that a 

variable’s name is used, it will go to the variable, look up the contents inside, and use that value in its 

place. 

Remember how we printed out the words “Hello World!” a couple of chapters ago? You could do the 

same kind of thing using a variable: 

int number = 3; 
Console.WriteLine(number); // Console.WriteLine prints lots of things, not just text.  

When you access a variable, here’s what the computer does: 

1. Locates the variable that you asked for in memory. 

2. Looks in the contents of the variable to see what value it contains. 

3. Makes a copy of that value to use where it is needed. 

The fact that it grabs a copy of the variable is important. For one, it means the variable keeps the 

value it had. Reading from a variable doesn’t change the value of the variable. Two, whatever you do 

with the copy won’t affect the original. (We’ll learn more about how this works in Chapter 16, when 

we learn about value and reference types.) 

As another example, let’s look at some code that creates two different variables, and assigns the 

value of one to the other: 

int a = 5; 
int b = 2; 
 
b = a; 
a = -3; 

With what you’ve learned so far about variables, what value will a and b have after the computer 

gets done running it? 

 

Right at the beginning of those four lines, we create two variables, one named a, and one named b. 

Both can store integers, because we’re using the int type. Like we saw before, we’re also assigning 

the value 5 to a, and 2 to b. So after the first two lines, this is what we’re looking at: 

Try It Out!  
Playing with Variables. Take the little piece of code above and make a program out of it. Follow 

the same steps you did in Chapter 3 when we made the Hello World program, but instead of 

adding code to print out “Hello World!”, add the lines above. Use Console.WriteLine, like we did 

before and print out the contents of the two variables. Before you run the code, think about 

what you expect to be printed out for the a and b variables. Go ahead and run the program. Is it 

what you expected? 
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We then use the assignment operator to take the value inside of a and copy it to b: 

 

Finally, on the last line we assign a completely new value to a: 

 

If we printed out a and b, we would see that a is -3 and b is 5 by the time this code is finished. 

How Data is Stored 

Before we move into a discussion about the C# type system, we need to understand a little about 

how information is stored on a computer. This is a key part of what drives the need for types in the 

first place. It is important to remember that computers only work with 1’s and 0’s. (Technically, 

they’re tiny electric pulses or magnetic fields that can be in one of two states which we label 1 and 0, 

but you don’t need to worry too much about that unless you want to make hardware.) 

A single 1 or 0 is called a bit, and a grouping of eight of them is called a byte. If we do the math, this 

means that a single byte can store up to a total of 256 different states.  

To get more states than this, we need to work with multiple bytes together. For instance, two bytes 

can store 65,536 possible states. Four bytes can store over 4 billion states, and eight bytes combined 

can store over 18 quintillion possible states. 

But we need a way to take all of these states and make sense out of them. This is what the type 

system is for. It defines how many bytes we need to store different things, and how those bits and 

bytes will be interpreted by the computer, and ultimately, the user. 

For example, let’s say we want to store letters. Modern systems tend to use two bytes to store 

letters. Programmers have assigned each letter a specific pattern of bits. For instance, we assign the 

capital letter ‘A’ to the bit pattern 00000000 01000001. ‘B’ is one up from that: 00000000 01000010. 

Because we’re using two bytes, we have 65,536 different possibilities. That’s enough to store every 

symbol in every language that is currently spoken on Earth, including many ancient languages, and 

still have room for a plethora of random extra characters. 
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For different types of data, we interpret the underlying bits and bytes in a different way. The int type 

that we were using earlier works like this. The int type uses four bytes. For brevity, in this discussion, 

I’m leaving off the first three bytes, which contain all zeros. The value 0 is represented with the bit 

pattern 00000000. The value 1 is represented with the bit pattern 00000001. 2 is represented with 

00000010. 3 is 00000011. This is basically counting in a base two numbering system. (If you don’t 

already know about counting in base two, often called binary, it is worth taking a detour to the 

Internet to check it out.) 

Other types will use their bits and bytes in other ways. We won’t get into the specifics about how 

they all work, as that’s really beyond the scope of this book. I’ll just point out that the way C# 

interprets bits and bytes fits in with the standard methods of storing information that nearly every 

programming language and computer use. 

Good Variable Names 

Before we wrap up here, I want to take a minute and explain some things about naming variables. 

There’s a lot of debate in the programming world about the specifics of what makes a variable name 

good. Not everyone agrees. But I’m going to give you the rules I try to follow, which you’ll discover is 

pretty typical, and not too far off from what most experienced programmers do. 

The purpose of a variable name is to give a human-readable label for the box that you intend to put 

stuff in. It should make it obvious so that anyone who stumbles across the variable can instantly 

know what information it’s supposed to contain. 

It’s easy to write code. It’s hard to write code that you can actually go back and read and understand. 

Like comments, good variable names are an absolutely critical part of writing readable code, and it’s 

not something that can be ignored. 

Rule #1: Meet C#’s Requirements. C# has a few requirements for variable names. All variable 

names have to start with a letter (a-z or A-Z) or the underscore (‘_’) character, and can then contain 

any number of other letters, numbers, or the underscore character. You also cannot name a variable 

the same thing as one of the reserved keywords that C# defines. These keywords are highlighted in 

blue in Visual Studio, but includes things like namespace, int, and public. If you don’t, your program 

won’t compile, so this rule is mandatory. 

Rule #2: Variable names should describe the stuff you intend on putting in it. If you are putting 

a player’s score in it, call it score, or playerScore, or even plrscr if you have to, but don’t call it 

jambalaya, p, or monkey. But speaking of plrscr... 

Rule #3: Don’t abbreviate or remove letters. Looking at the example of plrscr, you can tell that it 

resembles “player score.” But if you didn’t already know, you’d have to sit there and try to fill in the 

missing letters. Is it “plural scar,” or “plastic scrabble”? Nope, it is “player score.” You just have to sit 

there and study it. The one exception to this rule, and that is with common abbreviations or 

acronyms. HTML is fine.  

Rule #4: A good name will usually be kind of long. In math, we usually use single letters for 

variable names. In programming, you usually need more than that to accurately describe what 

you’re trying to do. In most cases, you’ll probably have at least three letters. Often, it is 8 to 16. Don’t 

be afraid if it gets longer than that. It’s better to be descriptive than to “save letters.” 
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Rule #5: If your variables end with a number, you probably need a better name. If you’ve got 

count1 and count2, there’s probably a better name for them. (Or perhaps an array, which we’ll talk 

about later.) 

Rule #6: “data”, “text”, “number”, and “item” are usually not descriptive enough. For some 

reason, people seem to fall back to these all the time. They’re OK, but they’re just not very 

descriptive. It’s best to come up with something more precise in any situation where you can. 

Rule #7: Make the words of the variable name stand out from each other. This is so it is easier 

to read a variable name that is composed of multiple words. playerScore (with a capital ‘S’) and 

player_score are both more readable than playerscore. My personal preference is the first, but 

both work. 

 

 

Try It Out!  
Variables Quiz. Answer the following questions to check your understanding. When you’re 

done, check your answers against the ones below. If you missed something, go back and review 

the section that talks about it. 

1. Name the three things all variables have. 

2. True/False. You can use a variable before it is declared. 

3. How many times must a variable be declared? 

4. Out of the following, which are legal variable names? answer, 1stValue, value1, 

$message, delete-me, delete_me, PI. 

Answers: (1) name, type, value. (2) False. (3) 1. (4) answer,value1,delete_me,PI. 
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20 
20 Structs 

 

A couple of chapters ago, we introduced classes. These are complex reference types that you can 

define and build from the ground up. C# has a feature call structs or structures which look very 

similar to classes organizationally, but they are value types instead of reference types. 

In this chapter, we’ll take a look at how to create a struct, as well as discuss how to decide if you 

need a struct or a class. We’ll also discuss something that may throw you for a loop: all of the built-in 

types that we’ve been working with since we first learned about types are actually all aliases for 

structures (or a class in the case of the string type). 

Creating a Struct 

Creating a struct is very similar to creating a class. The following code defines a simple struct, and an 

identical class that does the same thing: 

struct TimeStruct 
{ 
    private int seconds; 
 
    public int Seconds 
    { 
        get { return seconds; } 
        set { seconds = value; } 
    } 

In a Nutshell 
 A struct or structure is similar to a class in terms of the way it is organized, but a struct is a 

value type, not a reference type. 

 Structs should be used to store compound data (composed of more than one part) that 

does not involve a lot of complicated methods and behaviors. 

 All of the simple types are structs. 

 The primitive types are all aliases for certain pre-defined structs and classes. 
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    public int CalculateMinutes() 
    { 
        return seconds / 60; 
    } 
} 
 
class TimeClass 
{ 
    private int seconds; 
 
    public int Seconds 
    { 
        get { return seconds; } 
        set { seconds = value; } 
    } 
 
    public int CalculateMinutes() 
    { 
        return seconds / 60; 
    } 
} 

You can see that the two are very similar—in fact the same code is used in both, with the single 

solitary difference being we use the struct keyword to create a struct, while we use the class 

keyword to create a class. 

Structs vs. Classes 

Since the two are so similar in appearance, you’re probably wondering how the two are different. 

The answer to this question is simple: structs are value types, while classes are reference types. If 

you didn’t fully grasp that concept back when we discussed it in Chapter 16, it is probably worth 

going back and taking a second look.  

While this is a single difference in theory, this one change makes a world of difference. For example, 

a struct uses value semantics instead of reference semantics. When you assign the value of a struct 

from one variable to another, the entire struct is copied. The same thing applies for passing one to a 

method as a parameter, and returning one from a method. 

Let’s say we’re using the struct version of the TimeStruct we just saw, and did this: 

public static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
    TimeStruct time = new TimeStruct(); 
    time.Seconds = 10; 
 
    UpdateTime(time); 
} 
 
public static void UpdateTime(TimeStruct time) 
{ 
    time.Seconds++; 
}  
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In the UpdateTime method, we’ve received a copy of the TimeStruct. We can modify it if we want, 

but this hasn’t changed the original version, back in the Main method. We’ve modified a copy, and 

the original still has a value of 10 for seconds. 

Had we used TimeClass instead, handing it off to a method copies the reference, but that copied 

reference still points the same actual object. The change in the UpdateTime method would have 

affected the time variable back in the Main method. 

Like I said back when we were looking at reference types, this can be a good thing or a bad thing, 

depending on what you’re trying to do, but the important thing is that you are aware of it. 

Interestingly, while we get a copy of a value type as we move it around, it doesn’t necessarily mean 

we’ve duplicated everything it is keeping track of entirely. Let ’s say you had a struct that contained 

within it a reference type, like an array, as shown below: 

struct Wrapper 
{ 
    public int[] numbers; 
} 

And then we used it like this: 

public static void Main(string[] args) 
{ 
    Wrapper wrapper = new Wrapper(); 
    wrapper.numbers = new int[3] { 10, 20, 30 }; 
    UpdateArray(wrapper); 
} 
 
public void UpdateArray(Wrapper wrapper) 
{ 
    wrapper.numbers[1] = 200; 
} 

We get a copy of the Wrapper type, but for our numbers instance variable, that’s a copy of the 

reference. The two are still pointing to the same actual array on the heap. 

Tricky little things like this are why if you don’t understand value and reference types, you’re going to 

get bit by them. If you’re still fuzzy on the differences, it’s worth a second reading of Chapter 16. 

There are other differences that arise because of the value/reference type difference: 

 Structs can’t be assigned a value of null, since null indicates a reference to nothing. 

 Because structs are value types, they ’ll be placed on the stack when they can. This could 

mean faster performance because they’re easier to get to, but if you’re passing them around 

or reassigning them a lot, the time it takes to copy them could slow things down. 

Another big difference between structs and classes is that in a struct, you can’t define your own 

parameterless constructor. For both classes and structs, if you don’t define any constructors at all, 

one still exists: a default parameterless constructor. This constructor has no parameters, and is the 

simplest way to create new objects of a given type, assuming there’s no special setup logic required. 

With classes, you can create your own parameterless constructor, which then allows you to replace 

the default one with your own custom logic. This cannot be done with structs. The default 

parameterless constructor creates new objects where everything is zeroed out. All numbers within 
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the struct start at 0, all bools start at false, all references start at null, etc. While you can create other 

constructors in your struct, you cannot create a parameterless one to replace this default one. 

Deciding Between a Struct and a Class 

Despite the similarities in appearance, structs and classes are designed for entirely different 

purposes. So when it comes time to create a new type, which one do you choose? 

Here are a few things to think about as you decide between the two. For starters, do you have a 

particular need to have reference or value semantics? Since this is the primary difference between 

the two, if you’ve got a good reason to want one over the other, your decision is basically already 

made. 

If your type is not much more than a compound collection of a small handful of primitives, a struct 

might be the way to go. For instance, if you want something to keep track of a person’s blood 

pressure, which consists of two numbers (systolic and diastolic pressures) a struct might be a good 

choice. On the other hand, if you think you’re going to have a lot of methods (or events or delegates, 

which we’ll talk about in Chapters 30 and 31) then you probably just want a class. 

Also, structs don’t support inheritance which is something we’ll talk about in Chapter 21, so if that is 

something you may need, then go with classes. 

In practice, classes are far more common, and probably rightly so, but it is important to remember 

that if you choose one way or the other, and then decide to change it later, it will have a huge ripple 

effect throughout any code that uses it. Methods will depend on reference or value semantics, and 

to change from one to the other means a lot of other potential changes. It’s a decision you want to 

make consciously, rather than just always defaulting to one or the other. 

Prefer Immutable Value Types 

In programming, we often talk about types that are immutable, which means that once you’ve set 

them up, you can no longer modify them. (As opposed to mutable types, which you can modify parts 

of on the fly.) Instead, you would create a new copy that is similar, but with the changes you want to 

make. All of the built-in types (including the string type, which is a reference type) are immutable. 

For value types like the structs you create, there is a danger to allowing them to be mutable. 

Because they have value semantics, any time you pass a value from one variable to another, or to a 

different method as a parameter, you end up with a copy of the original. It is far too easy and 

common to think that the value you got, which is actually a copy, could be used to modify the 

original. If your type doesn’t allow you to modify the individual instance variables that make up your 

type, then the only way to make a change is by creating a new one with the changes you need 

applied to it. 

Making a value type immutable will save you a great deal of trouble in the long run. 

The Built-In Types are Aliases 

Back in Chapter 6, we took a look at all of the primitive or built-in types that C# has. This includes 

things like int, float, bool, and string. In Chapter 16, we looked at value types vs. reference types, 

and we discovered that these primitive types are value types, with the exception of string, which is 

actually a reference type. 
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It turns out that not only are they value types, but they are also struct types. This means that 

everything that applies to structs that we’ve been learning about also applies to these primitive 

types. 

Even more, all of the primitive types are aliases for other structs (or class, in the case of the string 

type). 

While we’ve been working with say, the int type, behind the scenes the C# compiler is simply 

changing this over to a struct that is defined in the same kind of way that we’ve seen here. In this 

case, it is the Int32 struct (System.Int32). 

So while we’ve been writing code that looks like this: 

int x = 0; 

We could have also used this: 

Int32 x = new Int32(); 
Int32 y = 0;             // Or combined. 
int z = new Int32();     // Or combined another way. It's all the same thing. 
int w = new int();       // Yet another way... 

The int type and the Int32 struct are identical. There is no difference at all between the two. Which 

brings us to a slightly updated definition of a primitive type, or built-in type: a type that the compiler 

has special knowledge about, and allows for special, simplified syntax to use it. 

All of the primitive types have aliases, shown in the table below: 

Primitive Type Alias For: 

bool System.Boolean 

byte System.Byte 

sbyte System.SByte 

char System.Char 

decimal System.Decimal 

double System.Double 

float System.Single 

int System.Int32 

uint System.UInt32 

long System.Int64 

ulong System.UInt64 

object System.Object 

short System.Int16 

ushort System.UInt16 

string System.String 

I want to point out a couple of things about the naming here. Nearly all of these types have the same 

name, except with a capital letter. Keywords in C# are all lowercase by convention, but nearly 

everybody will capitalize type names, which explains that difference.  
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You’ll also see that instead of short, int, and long, the structs use Int followed by the number of bits 

they use. This is far more explicit than the keyword versions. There’s no confusing how big each type 

is.  

And last, you’ll notice that the float type is Single, instead of Float. The word “float” is not very 

accurate, since both double and float are both technically floating point types. The term “single” is 

perhaps more correct, simply because it is more precise. The people who made C# chose to use 

float because it is similar to the languages that it is based on (C/C++/Java) all of which have a float 

type. 

 

 

Try It Out!  
Structs Quiz. Answer the following questions to check your understanding. When you’re done, 

check your answers against the ones below. If you missed something, go back and review the 

section that talks about it. 

1. Are structs value types or reference types? 

2. True/False. It is easy to change classes to structs, or structs to classes. 

3. True/False. Structs are always immutable. 

4. True/False. Classes are never immutable. 

5. True/False. All primitive/built-in types are structs. 

Answers: (1) Value types. (2) False. (3) False. (4) False. (5) False. string and object are reference types. 
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35 Lambda Expressions 

 

The Motivation for Lambda Expressions 

Lambda expressions are a relatively simple concept. The trick to understanding lambda expressions 

is in understanding what they’re actually good for. So that’s where we’re going to start our 

discussion. 

For this discussion, let’s say you had the following list of numbers: 

// Collection initializer syntax (see Chapter 24). 
List<int> numbers = new List<int>(){ 1, 7, 4, 2, 5, 3, 9, 8, 6 };  

In a Nutshell 
 Lambda expressions are methods that appear “in line” and do not have a name. 

 Lambda expressions have different syntax than normal methods, which for simple 

lambda expressions makes it very readable. The expression: x => x < 5 is the equivalent 

of the method bool AMethod(int x) { return x < 5; }. 

 Multiple parameters can be used: (x, y) => x * x + y * y 

 As can zero parameters: () => Console.WriteLine("Hello World!") 

 The C# compiler can typically infer the types of the variables in use, but if not, you can 

explicitly provide those types: (int x) => x < 5. 

 If you want more than one expression, you can use a statement lambda instead, which 

has syntax that looks more like a method: x => { bool lessThan5 = x < 5; return 

lessThan5; } 

 Lambda expressions can use variables that are in scope at the place where they are 

defined. 

 Expression syntax can be used to define normal, named methods, properties, indexers, 

and operators as well: bool AMethod(int x) => x < 5; 
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Let’s also say that somewhere in your code, you want to filter out some of them. Perhaps you want 

only even numbers. How do you do that? 

The Basic Approach 
Knowing what we learned way back in some of the earlier chapters about methods and looping, 

perhaps we could create something like this: 

public static List<int> FindEvenNumbers(List<int> numbers) 
{ 
    List<int> onlyEvens = new List<int>(); 
 
    foreach(int number in numbers) 
    { 
        if(number % 2 == 0) // checks if it is even using mod operator 
            onlyEvens.Add(number); 
    } 
 
    return onlyEvens; 
} 

We could then simply call that method, and get back our list of even numbers. But that’s a lot of 

work for a single method that may only ever be used once. 

The Delegate Approach 
Fast forward to Chapter30, where we learned about delegates. For this particular task, delegates will 

actually be able to go a long way towards helping us. 

As it so happens, there’s a method called Where that is a part of the List class (actually, it is an 

extension method) that uses a delegate. Using the Where method looks like this: 

IEnumerable<int> evenNumbers = numbers.Where(MethodMatchingTheFuncDelegate); 

The Func delegate that the Where method uses is generic, but in this specific case, must return the 

type bool, and have a single parameter that is the same type that the List contains (int, in this 

example). The Where method goes through each element in the array and calls the delegate for 

each item. If the delegate returns true for the item, it is included in the results, otherwise it isn’t. 

Let me show you what I mean with an example. Instead of our first approach, we could write a 

simple method that determines if a number is even or not: 

public static bool IsEven(int number) 
{ 
    return (number % 2 == 0); 
} 

This method matches the requirements of the delegate the Where method uses in this case (returns 

bool, with exactly one parameter of type int). 

IEnumerable<int> evenNumbers = numbers.Where(IsEven); 

That’s pretty readable and fairly easy to understand, as long as you know how delegates work. But 

let’s take another look at this. 

Anonymous Methods 
While what we’ve done with the delegate approach is a big improvement over crafting our own 

method to do all of the work, it has two small problems. First, a lot of times that we do something 
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like this, the method is only ever used once. It seems like overkill to go to all of the trouble of 

creating a whole method to do this, especially since it starts to clutter the namespace. We can no 

longer use the name IsEven for anything else within the class. That may not be a problem, but it 

might. 

Second, and perhaps more important, that method is located somewhere else in the source code. It 

may be elsewhere in the file, or even in a completely different file. This separation makes it a bit 

harder to truly understand what’s going on when you look at the source code. It our current case, 

this is mostly solved by calling the method something intelligent (IsEven) but you don’t always get so 

lucky. 

This issue is common enough that back in C# 2.0, they added a feature called anonymous methods to 

deal with it. Anonymous methods allow you to define a method “in line,” without a name. 

I’m not going to go into a whole lot of detail about anonymous methods here, because lambda 

expressions mostly replaced them. 

To accomplish what we were trying to do with an anonymous method, instead of creating a whole 

method named IsEven, we could do the following: 

numbers.Where(delegate(int number) { return (number % 2 == 0); }); 

If you take a look at that, you can see that we’re basically taking the old IsEven method and sticking 

it in here, “in line.” 

This solves our two problems. We no longer have a named method floating around filling up our 

namespace, and the code that does the work is now at the same place as the code that needs the 

work. 

I know, I know. You’re probably saying, “But that code is not very readable! Everything’s just smashed 

together!”  And you’re right. Anonymous methods solved some problems, while introducing others. 

You would have to decide which set of problems works best for you, depending on your specific 

case. 

But this finally brings us to lambda expressions. 

Lambda Expressions 

Basically, a lambda expression is simply a method. More specifically, it is an anonymous method that 

is written in a different form that (theoretically) makes it a lot more readable. Lambda expressions 

were new in C# 3.0. 

 

In Depth 
The Name “Lambda.”  The name “lambda” comes from lambda calculus, which is the 

mathematical basis for programming languages. It is basically the programming language 

people used before there were computers at all. (Which is kind of strange to think about.)  

“Lambda” would really be spelled with the Greek letter lambda (λ) but the keyboard doesn’t have 

it, so we just use “lambda.” 
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Creating a lambda expression is quite simple. Returning to the IsEven problem from earlier, if we 

want to create a lambda expression to determine if a variable was even or odd, we would write the 

following: 

x => x % 2 == 0 

The lambda operator (=>) is read as “goes to” or “arrow.”  (So, to read this line out loud, you would 

say “x goes to x mod 2 equals 0” or “x arrow x mod 2 equals 0.”) The lambda expression is basically 

saying to take the input value, x, and mod it with 2 and check the result against 0. 

You may also notice with a lambda expression, we didn’t use return. The code on the right side of 

the => operator must be an expression, which evaluates to a single value. That value is returned, and 

it’s type becomes the return type of the lambda expression. 

This version is the equivalent of all of the other versions of IsEven that we wrote earlier in this 

chapter. Speaking of that earlier code, this is how we might use this along with everything else: 

IEnumerable<int> evens = numbers.Where(x => x % 2 == 0); 

It may take a little getting used to, but generally speaking it is much easier to read and understand 

than the other techniques that we used earlier. 

Multiple and Zero Parameters 

Lambda expressions can have more than one parameter. To use more than one parameter, you 

simply list them in parentheses, separated by commas: 

(x, y) => x * x + y * y 

The parentheses are optional with one parameter, so in the earlier example, I’ve left them off. 

This example above could have been written instead as a method like the following: 

public int HypoteneuseSquared(int x, int y) 
{ 
    return x * x + y * y; 
} 

Along the same lines, you can also have a lambda expression that has no parameters: 

() => Console.WriteLine("Hello World!") 

Type Inference and Explicit Types 

The C# compiler is smart enough to look at most lambda expressions and figure out what variable 

types and return type you are working with. This is called type inference. For instance, in our first 

lambda expression it was smart enough to figure out that x was an integer and the whole 

expression returned a bool. With the expression (x, y) => x * x + y * y we saw that the C# compiler 

was smart enough to figure out that x and y were integer values and the resulting expression 

returned an int as well. And with () => Console.WriteLine("Hello World!"), it was smart enough to 

know that there were no parameters, and the lambda expression didn’t return anything (void return 

type).  

Type inference is actually a pretty big deal. It’s not a trivial accomplishment, and I’d imagine there 

were a lot of smart people working on it to get it right. 
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Sometimes though, the compiler can’t figure it out. If it can’t, you’ll get an error message when you 

compile. If this happens, you’ll need to explicitly put in the type of the variable, like this: 

(int x) => x % 2 == 0; 

Statement Lambdas 

As you’ve seen by now, most methods are more than one line long. While lambda expressions are 

particularly well suited for very short, single line methods, there will be times that you’ll want a 

lambda expression that is more than one line long. This complicates things a little bit, because now 

you’ll need to add in semicolons, curly braces, and a return statement, but it can still be done: 

(int x) => { bool isEven = x % 2 == 0; return isEven; } 

The form we were using earlier is called an expression lambda, because it had only one expression in 

it. This new form is called a statement lambda. As a statement lambda gets longer, you should 

probably consider pulling it out into its own method. 

Scope in Lambda Expressions 

From what we’ve seen so far, lambda expressions have basically behaved like a normal method, only 

embedded in the code and with a different, cleaner syntax. But now I’m going to show you 

something that will throw you for a loop. 

Inside of a lambda expression, you can access the variables that were in scope at the location of the 

lambda expression. Take the following code, for example: 

int cutoffPoint = 5; 
List<int> numbers = new List<int>(){ 1, 7, 4, 2, 5, 3, 9, 8, 6 }; 
 
IEnumerable<int> numbersLessThanCutoff = numbers.Where(x => x < cutoffPoint); 

If our lambda expression had been turned into a method, we wouldn’t have access to that 

cutoffPoint variable. (Unless we supplied it as a parameter.) This actually adds a ton of power to the 

way lambda expressions can work, so it is good to know about. 

(For what it’s worth, anonymous methods have the same feature.) 

Expression-Bodied Members 

Lambda expressions were introduced to C# in version 3.0, and as I mentioned earlier, one of the big 

draws to it is that the syntax is much more concise. That’s great for short methods that would 

otherwise require a lot of overhead to define. 

C# 6.0 extends this a little, allowing you to use the same expression syntax to define normal non-

lambda methods within a class. For example, consider the method below: 

public int ComputeSquare(int value) 
{ 
    return value * value; 
} 

Now that we know about lambda expressions and the syntax that goes with them, it makes sense to 

point out that this method could also be implemented with the same expression syntax: 
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public int ComputeSquare(int value) => value * value; 

This only works if the method can be turned into a single expression. In other words, we can use the 

expression lambda syntax, but not the statement lambda syntax. If we need a statement lambda, we 

would just write a normal method. 

This syntax is not just limited to methods. Any method-like member of a type can use the same 

syntax. So that includes indexers, operator overloads, and properties (though this only applies to 

read-only properties where your expression defines the getter and the property has no setter). The 

following simple class shows all four of these in operation: 

public class SomeSortOfClass 
{ 
    // These two private instance variables used by the methods below. 
    private int x; 
    private int[] internalNumbers = new int[] { 1, 2, 3 }; 
 
    // Property (read-only, no setter allowed) 
    public int X => x; 
 
    // Operator overload 
    public static int operator +(SomeSortOfClass a, SomeSortOfClass b) => a.X + b.X; 
 
    // Indexer 
    public int this[int index] => internalNumbers[index]; 
 
    // Normal method 
    public int ComputeSquare(int value) => value * value; 
} 

And of course I’ll reiterate here that just because you can do this doesn’t necessarily mean you 

should. Depending on what you’re doing, this way or the original way might be more readable. 

Readability and understandability should always be a priority over using cool new language features. 

Try It Out!  
Lambda Expressions Quiz. Answer the following questions to check your understanding. When 

you’re done, check your answers against the ones below. If you missed something, go back and 

review the section that talks about it. 

1. True/False. Lambda expressions are a special type of method. 

2. True/False. A lambda expression can be given a name. 

3. What operator is used in lambda expressions? 

4. Convert the following to a lambda expression: bool IsNegative(int x) { return x < 0; } 

5. True/False. Lambda expressions can only have one parameter. 

6. True/False. Lambda expressions have access to the local variables in the method they 

appear in. 

Answers: (1) True. (2) False. (3) Lambda operator (=>).  (4) x => x < 0. (5) False. (6) True. 
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48 Glossary 

 

.NET Framework 
The framework that C# is built for and utilizes, consisting 

of a virtual machine called the Common Language Runtime 

and a massive library of reusable code called the 

Framework Class Library. (Chapters 1 and 40.) 

Abstract Class 
A class that you cannot create instances of. Instead, you 

can only create instances of derived classes. The abstract 

class is allowed to define any number of members, both 

concrete (implemented) and abstract (unimplemented). 

Derived classes must provide an implementation for any 

abstract members defined by the abstract base class 

before you can create instances of the type. (Chapter 22.) 

Abstract Method 
A method declaration that does not provide an 

implementation or body. Abstract methods can only be 

defined in abstract classes. Derived classes that are not 

abstract must provide an implementation of the method. 

(Chapter 22.) 

Accessibility Level 
Types and members are given different levels that they can 

be accessed from, ranging from being available to anyone 

who has access to the code, down to only being accessible 

from within the type they are defined in. More restrictive 

accessibility levels make something less vulnerable to 

tampering, while less restrictive levels allow more people 

to utilize the code to get things done. It is important to 

point out that this is a mechanism provided by the C# 

language and the .NET Framework to make programmer’s 

lives easier, but it is not a way to prevent hacking, as there 

are still ways to get access to the code. Types and type 

members can be given an access modifier, which specifies 

what accessibility level it has. The private accessibility level 

is the most restrictive, and means the code can only be 

used within the type defining it, protected can be used 

within the type defining it and any derived types, internal 

indicates it can be used anywhere within the assembly that 

defines it, and public indicates it can be used by anyone 

who has access to the code. Additionally, the combination 

of protected internal can be used to indicate that it can 

be used within the defining type, a derived type, or within 

the same assembly. (Chapters 18 and 21.) 

Accessibility Modifier 
See Accessibility Level. 

Anonymous Method 
A special type of method where no name is ever supplied 

for it. Instead, a delegate is used, and the method body is 

supplied inline. Because of their nature, anonymous 

methods cannot be reused in multiple locations. Lambda 

expressions largely supersede anonymous methods and 

should usually be used instead. (Chapter 35.)  

Argument 
See parameter. 

Array 
A collection of multiple values of the same type, placed 

together in a list-like structure. (Chapter 13.) 
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ASP.NET 
A framework for building web-based applications using the 

.NET Framework. This book does not cover ASP.NET in 

depth. (Chapter 47.) 

Assembly 
Represents a single block of redistributable code, used for 

deployment, security, and versioning. An assembly comes 

in two forms: a process assembly, in the form of an EXE file, 

and a library assembly, in the form of a DLL file. An EXE file 

contains a starting point for an application, while a DLL 

contains reusable code without a specified starting point. 

See also project and solution. (Chapter 40.) 

Assembly Language 
A very low level programming language where each 

instruction corresponds directly to an equivalent 

instruction in machine or binary code. Assembly languages 

can be thought of as a human readable form of binary. 

(Chapter 40.) 

Assignment 
The process of placing a value in a specific variable. 

(Chapter 5.) 

Asynchronous Programming 
The process of taking a potentially long running task and 

pulling it out of the main flow of execution, having it run on 

a separate thread at its own pace. This relies heavily on 

threading. (Chapters 37 and 38.) 

Attribute 
A feature of C# that allows you to give additional meta 

information about a type or member. This information can 

be used by the compiler, other tools that analyze or 

process the code, or at run-time. You can create custom 

attributes by creating a new type derived from the 

Attribute class. Attributes are applied to a type or 

member by using the name and optional parameters for 

the attribute in square brackets immediately above the 

type or member’s declaration. (Chapter 39.) 

Base Class 
In inheritance, a base class is the one that is being derived 

from. The members of the base class are included in the 

derived type. A base class is also frequently called a 

superclass or a parent class. A class can be a base class, 

and a derived class simultaneously. See also inheritance, 

derived class, and sealed class. (Chapter 21.) 

Base Class Library 
The central library of code that nearly all C# programs will 

utilize, including the built-in types, arrays, exceptions, 

threading, and file I/O. (Chapter 40.) 

BCL 
See Base Class Library. 

Binary Code 
The executable instructions that computers work with to 

do things. All programs are built out of binary code. 

(Chapters 1 and 40.) 

Binary Instructions 
See Binary Code. 

Binary Operator 
An operator that works on two operands or values. Many 

of the most common operators are binary, such as 

addition and subtraction. (Chapter 7.) 

Bit Field 
The practice of storing a collection of logical (Boolean) 

values together in another type (such as int or byte) where 

each bit represents a single logical value. Enumerations 

can also be used as a bit field by applying the Flags 

attribute. When working with a bit field, the bitwise 

operators can be used to modify the individual logical 

values contained in the bit field. (Chapter 39.) 

Bitwise Operator 
One of several operators that operate on the individual 

bits of a value, as opposed to treating the bits as a single 

value with semantic meaning. Bitwise operators include 

bitwise logical operators, which perform operations like 

and, or, not, and xor (exclusive or) on two bits in the same 

location of two different values. It also includes bit shift 

operators, which slide the bits of a value to the left or right. 

In C#, the extra spots are filled with the value 0. (Chapter 

39.) 

Boolean 
Pertaining to truth values. In programming, a Boolean 

value can only take on the value of true or false. Boolean 

types are a fundamental part of decision making in 

programming. (Chapter 6.) 

Built-In Type 
One of a handful of types that the C# compiler knows a lot 

about, and provides special shortcuts for to make working 

with them easier. These types have their own keywords, 

such as int, string, or bool. (Chapter 6.) 

Breakpoint 
While debugging, a line of code may be marked with a 

breakpoint, and when the program reaches that point, the 

program will pause and switch back to the Visual Studio 

debugger, allowing you to take a look at the current state 

of the program. (Chapter 44.) 
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Symbols 

- operator, 42, 213 

π, 57 

-- operator, 59, 213 

! operator, 66 

-= operator, 46, 209, 213 

. operator, 88, 213 

!= operator, 64, 213 

% operator, 44, 213 

%= operator, 46, 213 

& operator, 260 

&& operator, 67, 213, 260 

&= operator, 261 

* operator, 43, 213, 256 

*= operator, 46, 213 

/ operator, 43, 213 

/= operator, 46, 213 

: operator, 143, 157 

?. operator, 269 

?: operator, 68 

?? operator, 268 

?[] operator, 269 

@ symbol, 51 

[] operator, 81, 217 

^ operator, 261 

^= operator, 261 

| operator, 260 

|| operator, 67, 213, 260 

|= operator, 261 

~ operator, 261 

+ operator, 42, 213 

++ operator, 59, 213 

+= operator, 46, 209, 213 

< operator, 64, 213 

<< operator, 260 

<<= operator, 261 

<= operator, 64, 213 

= operator, 46, 213 

== operator, 61, 213 

=> operator, 228 

> operator, 64, 213 

>= operator, 64, 213 

>> operator, 260 

>>= operator, 261 

.NET Framework, 4, 275, 323 

A 

abstract class, 149, 323 

abstract keyword, 152 

abstract method, 156, 323 

accessibility level, 133, 323 

internal, 127, 323 

private, 119, 323 

protected, 146, 323 

protected internal, 323 

public, 119, 323 

accessibility modifier. See accessibility level 

Action delegate, 203, 209 

addition, 42 
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algorithm, 22, 321 

alias, 176 

angle brackets, 166 

anonymous method, 226, 323 

anonymous type, 266 

argument. See parameter 

ArgumentNullException class, 193 

array, 80, 142, 315, 323 

declaring, 81 

elements, 81 

length, 82 

retrieving and assigning values in, 81 

as keyword, 145 

ascending keyword, 235 

ASP.NET, 320, 324 

assembly, 13, 127, 324 

assembly language, 275, 324 

assembly reference, 297 

assignment, 324 

assignment operator, 46 

async keyword, 250 

asynchronous programming, 244, 324 

AsyncResult pattern, 247 

with the Task-based Asynchronous Pattern, 249 

with the ThreadPool, 246 

asynchrony. See asynchronous programming 

attribute, 257, 324 

await keyword, 250 

B 

backing field, 132 

base case, 100 

base class, 143, 324 

Base Class Library, 281, 324 

base keyword, 146, 151 

BCL. See Base Class Library 

binary, 3, 15, 275, 324 

BinaryReader class, 188 

BinaryWriter class, 188 

bit, 29 

bit field, 259, 324 

bitshift operator, 260 

bitwise and operator, 260 

bitwise complement operator, 261 

bitwise logical operator, 260 

bitwise operator, 324 

bitwise or operator, 260 

block scope, 121 

bool type, 37, 65, 140 

Boolean, 324 

Boolean struct, 140 

break keyword, 71, 76 

breakpoint, 303, 324 

built-in type, 32, 139, 324 

byte, 29 

Byte struct, 140 

byte type, 33, 140 

C 

C++, 4, 325 

Caesar cipher, 314 

call stack, 302 

callback method, 248 

case keyword, 70 

case label. See case statement 

case statement, 71 

casting. See typecasting 

catch block, 191 

catch keyword, 191 

Char struct, 140 

char type, 34, 140 

CIL. See Common Intermediate Language 

class, 18, 111, 116, 165, 325 

as a blueprint, 112 

creating, 116 

partial, 147 

sealed, 147 

class keyword, 118 

class variable. See static class variable 

class-level scope. See class scope 

CLR. See Common Language Runtime 

Code Window, 282, 325 

command line arguments, 270, 325 

comment, 20, 325 

Common Intermediate Language, 4, 278, 325 

Common Language Runtime, 4, 276, 325 

advantages, 279 

drawbacks, 279 

compile, 275, 292 

compiler, 15, 325 

compiler error, 292 

compiler warning, 293 

compile-time contant. See constant 

composition, 157 

compound assignment operator, 46, 325 

conditional operator, 67, 68, 325 

Console class, 99 

const keyword, 255, 325 

constant, 254, 325 

compile-time constant, 325 

run-time constant, 325 

constructor, 112, 119, 325 

default parameterless constructor, 325 

inheritance, 146 

context switch, 238 

continue keyword, 77 

Convert class, 48, 99, 186 

critical section, 325 

.csproj file, 309 

.csproj.user file, 309 

CSV file, 185 

curly braces, 17, 63, 294, 326 
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D 

data structure, 321 

debug, 300, 326 

debug mode, 15, 300 

Decimal struct, 140 

decimal type, 37, 140 

declaration, 326 

declarative programming, 231 

decrement, 58, 326 

default keyword, 71 

delegate, 197, 206, 226, 326 

chaining, 201 

creating, 197 

relation to events, 210 

using, 198 

Delegate class, 199, 247 

delegate keyword, 198 

derived class, 143, 326 

descending keyword, 235 

Dictionary class, 159, 164 

DirectX, 320 

divide and conquer, 90, 326 

DivideByZeroException class, 193 

division, 43 

division by zero, 56, 326 

DLL, 291, 326 

do keyword, 75 

Double struct, 140 

double type, 36, 140 

do-while loop, 75 

E 

e (number), 57 

else keyword, 62 

encapsulation, 119 

encryption, 314 

enum. See enumeration 

enum keyword, 87 

enumeration, 86, 326 

flags, 261 

underlying type, 88 

error handling, 189 

Error List, 284, 292, 326 

escape character, 50 

escape sequence, 50 

event, 155, 204, 326 

attaching and detaching, 208 

defining, 205 

raising, 206 

relation to delegates, 210 

event keyword, 206 

EventArgs type, 206 

EventHandler delegate, 206 

EventHandler<TEventArgs> delegate, 209, 210 

events, 247 

exception, 189, 301, 326 

catching, 190 

filters, 195 

throwing, 190 

Exception class, 190 

exception filter, 195 

exclusive or operator, 261 

EXE, 326 

explicit, 326 

explicit conversion, 55 

explicit keyword, 272 

expression, 43 

expression lambda, 229 

expression-bodied members, 229 

extension method, 221, 326 

F 

factorial, 101 

false keyword, 37 

FCL. See Framework Class Library 

Fibonacci sequence, 101 

field. See instance variable 

File class, 184 

file I/O, 156, 184 

file input, 184 

file output, 184 

FileStream class, 186 

FizzBuzz, 79 

Flags attribute, 261 

float type, 35, 140 

floating point number, 35 

floating point type, 327 

for keyword, 75 

for loop, 75 

foreach keyword, 85 

foreach loop, 79, 85, 253 

forever loop, 74 

FormatException class, 193 

frame, 103 

Framework Class Library, 281, 327 

from keyword, 232 

fully qualified name, 174, 327 

Func delegate, 203 

function. See method, See method 

G 

game development, 320 

garbage collection, 81, 103, 327 

generic method, 170 

generic type constraints, 168 

generics, 159, 165, 327 
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constraints, 168 

motivation for, 159 

get keyword, 132 

H 

heap, 102, 327 

Hello World!, 10 

I 

IAsyncResult interface, 247 

IDE. See Integrated Development Environment 

IDisposable interface, 263 

IEnumerable interface, 85 

IEnumerable<T> interface, 163, 253 

if keyword, 61 

if statement, 61 

IL. See Common Intermediate Language 

IL Disassembler, 278 

ildasm.exe, 278 

immutability, 139, 328 

implicit, 327 

implicit conversion, 55 

implicit keyword, 272 

implicitly typed local variable, 266, 328 

in keyword, 85 

increment, 58, 327 

index, 81 

index initializer syntax, 219 

indexer, 155, 213, 217, 327 

multiple indices, 219 

types in, 218 

IndexOutOfRangeException class, 193 

infinite loop, 74 

infinity, 57 

inheritance, 142, 327 

inner block scope, 121 

instance, 112, See object 

instance variable, 118, 119, 328 

int type, 32, 140 

Int16 struct, 140 

Int32 struct, 140 

Int64 struct, 140 

integer division, 54, 327 

integer type, 34 

integral type, 34, 327 

Integrated Development Environment, 6, 328 

IntelliSense, 286, 328 

interface, 148, 154, 327 

creating, 155 

implementing, 157 

implementing multiple, 157 

naming convention, 156 

interface keyword, 156 

internal keyword, 127 

InvalidCastException class, 193 

is keyword, 145 

is-a relationship, 143, 327 

is-a-special-type-of relationship, 143, 327 

iterator, 328 

J 

jagged array, 84, 328 

Java, 4, 320, 328 

JIT compiling. See Just-in-Time Compiling 

Just-in-Time compiling, 5, 278, 328 

K 

keyword, 17, 328 

L 

lambda expression, 225, 236, 328 

multiple parameters, 228 

zero parameters, 228 

lambda operator, 228 

Language Integrated Query, 232, 328 

lazy evaluation, 67 

library assembly, 13 

line numbering, 285 

lines of code, 224 

LINQ. See Language Integrated Query 

LINQ to SQL, 232 

List class, 159, 162, 226 

literal, 36 

local variable, 119, 328 

lock keyword, 243 

long type, 33, 140 

loop, 73, 329 

breaking out of, 76 

continuing to next iteration, 77 

M 

managed memory, 103, 279, 329 

math, 41 

Math class, 57 

matrix, 80 

member, 18, 91, 114, 118, 120, 205, 329 

method, 17, 90, 112, 123, 155, 179, 329 

calling, 93 

passing parameters to, 96 

returning from, 94 

signature, 98 

method body. See method implementation 

method call, 329 

method call syntax, 235 

method implementation, 92, 329 
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method overloading, 97, 297 

method overriding, 150 

method scope, 121 

method signature, 329 

Microsoft Developer Network, 7, 322 

mod, 44 

modulo operator, 44 

MonoDevelop, 9 

MonoGame, 320 

MSDN. See Microsoft Developer Network 

MulticastDelegate class, 199 

multi-dimensional array, 84 

multiple inheritance, 148, 157 

multiplication, 43 

mutex, 243, See mutual exclusion 

mutual exclusion, 243, 329 

N 

name collision, 176, 329 

name hiding, 122, 329 

named parameter, 180, 329 

nameof operator, 258 

namespace, 18, 173, 296, 310, 329 

namespace keyword, 17, 173 

NaN, 57, 329 

narrowing conversion, 55, 272 

nested statements, 67 

nesting, 77, 329 

new keyword, 81, 153 

NotImplementedException class, 193 

NotSupportedException class, 193 

null keyword, 106 

null propagation, 268 

null propagation operators, 268 

null reference, 106, 329 

nullable type, 267, 329 

Nullable<T> struct, 267 

NullReferenceException class, 193, 206 

O 

object, 111, 330 

Object class, 140 

object initializer syntax, 135 

object keyword, 146 

object type, 140, 240 

object-oriented programming, 109, 330 

Obsolete attribute, 257 

off-by-one error, 82 

OpenGL, 321 

operand, 42 

operation, 42 

operator, 42, 330 

binary, 42, 68, 324 

ternary, 68, 333 

unary, 44, 68, 333 

operator keyword, 214 

operator overloading, 212, 217, 330 

optional parameter, 179, 330 

Options Dialog, 284 

order of operations, 45, 66, 330 

orderby keyword, 235 

out keyword, 182 

output parameter, 182 

overflow, 58, 330 

overloading, 97, 330 

override, 150 

override keyword, 151 

P 

parameter, 96, 119, 330 

variable number of, 181 

parameter list, 96 

ParameterizedThreadStart delegate, 240 

params keyword, 181 

parent class. See base class 

parentheses, 45, 294, 330 

parse, 186, 330 

partial class, 330 

partial keyword, 147 

pointer, 104, 256, See reference 

pointer type, 256, 330 

polymorphism, 149, 330 

postfix notation, 59 

prefix notation, 59 

preprocessor directive, 264, 331 

primitive type. See built-in type 

private keyword, 119 

procedure. See method 

process assembly, 13 

project, 13, 308, 331 

referencing other, 288 

Properties Window, 284 

property, 125, 130, 155, 217, 331 

auto-implemented, 134 

default value, 135 

readonly, 133 

protected keyword, 146 

public keyword, 119 

Q 

query, 231 

query expression, 231, 331 

R 

Random class, 112 
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readonly keyword, 255, 325 

real number, 35 

rectangular array, 84, 331 

recursion, 100, 331 

ref keyword, 182 

refactor, 287, 331 

reference, 104, 331 

reference parameter, 182 

reference semantics, 107, 331 

reference type, 102, 104, 115, 331 

reflection, 262, 331 

relational operator, 64, 214, 332 

release mode, 15, 300 

remainder, 44 

return, 59, 66, 94, 253, 296, 332 

return keyword, 195 

S 

SByte struct, 140 

sbyte type, 34, 140 

scalar, 214 

scope, 229, 294, 332, See 

sealed class, 332 

sealed keyword, 147 

seed, 112 

select keyword, 232 

semicolon, 19 

set keyword, 132 

SharpDevelop, 9 

SharpDX, 321 

short type, 33, 140 

signature, 98 

signed type, 33, 332 

Silverlight, 332 

Single struct, 140 

.sln file, 309 

software engineering, 321 

solution, 13, 308, 332 

Solution Explorer, 283, 332 

source code, 4, 332 

SQL, 231 

square array, 84 

square brackets, 332 

stack, 102, 332 

stack trace, 103 

StackOverflowException class, 193 

statement lambda, 229 

static, 332 

static class, 126, 222 

static class variable, 125 

static constructor, 126 

static keyword, 125, 222, 332 

static method, 222 

static variable, 125 

string 

concatenation, 51 

interpolation of, 51 

String class, 140 

string interpolation, 51 

string type, 38, 140, 332 

string.Split method, 186 

struct, 136, 143, 165, 332 

struct keyword, 136 

structure, 136 

subclass, 143 

subroutine. See method 

subscript, 81 

subtraction, 42 

succinct null checking, 268 

.suo file, 309 

superclass, 143 

switch keyword, 70 

switch statement, 69 

types allowed, 71 

synchronous programming, 245 

event-based, 247 

T 

TAP. See Task-based Asynchronous Pattern 

Task class, 249 

Task<TResult> class, 249 

Task-based Asynchronous Pattern, 249 

TextReader class, 187 

TextWriter class, 186 

this keyword, 122, 222 

thread, 237, 333 

sleep, 240 

Thread class, 238, 246 

thread safety, 242, 243, 333 

ThreadPool class, 246 

ThreadStart delegate, 238 

throw keyword, 193 

true keyword, 37 

try block, 191 

try keyword, 191 

Tuple class, 182 

type, 26, 333 

Type class, 262 

type conversion, 295 

type inference, 228, 333 

type safety, 161, 333 

type system, 32 

typecasting, 55, 89, 145, 161, 271, 295, 333 

typeof keyword, 262 

U 

uint type, 34, 140 

UInt16 struct, 140 

UInt32 struct, 140 

UInt64 struct, 140 
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ulong type, 34, 140 

underflow, 58, 333 

unhandled exception, 190 

Unicode, 35 

Unity 3D, 321 

Universal Windows Apps, 320 

unsafe code, 255, 333 

unsafe keyword, 256 

unsigned type, 33, 333 

unverifiable code, 256 

user input, 47 

user-defined conversion, 271, 333 

ushort type, 34, 140 

using directive, 17, 173, 223, 232, 289, 297, 333 

static, 177 

using keyword, 17, 177 

using statement, 263, 333 

V 

value keyword, 132 

value semantics, 107, 333 

value type, 102, 104, 334 

var keyword, 267 

variable, 25, 112, 334 

assigning a value to, 27 

declaring, 26 

naming, 30 

variable scope. See scope 

verbatim string literal, 51 

version control system, 308 

virtual keyword, 150, 156 

virtual machine, 4, 276, 334 

virtual method, 149, 334 

Visual Basic.NET, 334 

Visual C++. See C++ 

Visual Studio, 6, 7, 12, 282, 334 

installing, 8 

keyboard shortcuts, 287 

Visual Studio Code, 9 

Visual Studio Community Edition, 7, 334 

Visual Studio Enterprise Edition, 7 

Visual Studio Professional Edition, 7, 334 

void keyword, 92 

W 

weakly typed language, 266 

where keyword, 169, 232 

while keyword, 73 

while loop, 73 

whitespace, 18, 64 

widening conversion, 55 

Windows Forms, 319, 334 

Windows Phone, 320 

Windows Presentation Foundation, 319, 334 

word count, 224 

WPF. See Windows Presentation Foundation 

X 

Xamarin Studio, 9 

XML Documentation Comment, 22, 99, 334 

XNA, 320 

xor operator, 261 
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